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1 INTRODUCTION TO THIS MANUAL

ine purpose of this manual is "simply to introduce -the new

Low Vision Staff person to theLoW Vision Department and to his

;Dr her duties as a low vision specialist. The mapual is presented, -

in the order a low vision specialist would work with a low vision

student, starting from the student's arrival and working through

his discharge date.

1
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JOB DESCRIPTION OF THE
LOW VISION SPECIALIST

A Lo,e/ Vision Department was set up at the Western Blind

Rehabilitation Center, for the simple reason that the majority

of "blind" -Obople in the country are not totally blind but

rather have functional low vision. These low vision people,

in t!'le'past, have not been able to get adequate evaluations,

prescriptions, or training for their visual condition, through

community resources. Many have been turned away from Optometrists

and apthalmologists with the hopeless.feelihg that they are

"blind" and that there is nothing that can help them visually.

rie Low:Vision Department at the Western Blind Rehabilitation

Center feels Many of these people can be helped. and makes an

attempt to assist and train the low vision individual, so that

he migl-t u.Se his remaining vision in the 'most effective manner.

Specifically, the job of the low vision specialist involves:

1. -Testing the low vision person. ,Preferablyone should use

tests designed for a lbw vision evaluation in order to get, accurate

results. (These are discussed under "testing ".)
A

2. Seeing that the low vision person gets to the qualified

optometrist (who ideally specializes in low vision)..

3. And lastly, trains the low vision person to use the visual

aids prescribed for him, to his best possible functioning.

10
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FOLDERS ,

ma.

The first step-in working with a student is,t6 complete
0

a folder for him. Within this folder y'Ou'w. want 'the folloWing:

record check list
field chart
Farnsworth.chart (color vision)i
figure ground
about fire sheets'ofnote pkper for dal ,rptes
CCTV information sheet

(A sample folder can be found in the back.)

S

It is quite important that, you keep your student's folde
.. . .

, up to date with valid informati6n: By doing this, iouAill have
. . t / .

. f
- 7

little difficulty_ nowing what he has been working on, and also.
0

will give his program continuity. In addition,,a complete folder,

will save a'ldt of time in writing staffing notes,' orders, final
-,

reports, etc. When)research'Is doe,..it is essential that all in-
t

rormation be found inthe-student's folder in an organized manner.

All folders are filed fr/research.purposes.
./ .

. , .

! A sample of the. record check list follows.

N

12
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Date entered:

Y Name f'

,Address:

V

LOW VItION EVALUATION SHEET

Age:

lab

ssf-

Service connection:

Telephone:
11

FTS#

HISTORY

Diagnosis -eye conditiqn:

Onset of eye problems:

-41

Onset of legal blindness:
q. V .

Phys4ians Report:

PREVIOUS TEST RESULTS

DistanCe acuity OD 0S

'OD OS

Near acuity OD OS

Fields

,

N.-

4.

General Health:

dro

OU- Date:

OU Date:

OU Date:

'Student Requests:

,4 13



DISCUSSION WITH STUDENT

1: Attitude toward visual loss?

.2. What are you.most interested in seein,7?

-,
, 3. What can you read now?

/4 What are your vocational ra.r.Ins:'

5.' Complaints?

sun bothers. %tision
floaters double vision
fluctuating vision other

6. Present aides used?

present RX R add R add.

add add

7 Educational level? work experience

Living situation

TESTING

Distance acuity 74ghting Conditions Date

Without Rx OD OS OU

OD OS -13

Near acuity % / Lighting Conditions . Date,

'' Without Rx OD OS OU / /.,
.

With Rx OD OS OU / 1 :I-
.

Primary color discrimination:

Farnsworth'colortest: -

Fields:

Aids on Loan:

INSTRUCTOR:

Form discrmination

Figure ground test:

14
ft
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INFORMATION AND MEDICAL HISTORY
4

-1'

After making a foldtr for the student, past medical history

shilldbe looked up. This can be found in the student's medical

folder kept in the ward clerk's office.

All information shod be filled in the appropriate blanks

on.the record-check list.

J. .5

6
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INITIAL STUDENT INTERVIEW

Evaluation )of the student's preseht visual fun"ctioning starts

at the most loqical point.-- with the student himself. His first

contact with the low vision specialist is In the form of an informal

interview. The purpose of the interview is to familiarize the student

with the Program, it is also Important at this'time to get an idea of

. the student's view of his visual loss.

:raking an accurate history of the student's condition is one of

the'essential/first steps in the evaluation process. It is sometimes

difficult for the student to describe how he sees, so it may help to

ask him about specific tasks that he can or cannot perform. One note

of caution is necessary here: Never put the student on the defensive-

about his condition.. Try to make

you notice that certain questions

present. In many cases, the best

him as comfortable as possible. If

upset him, avoid that type for the

technique is to let the student

talk; you can usually direct the conversation without asking needlessly

pointed questions. Remember that the student is likely to feel that his

lack of vision makes him abnormal and he already spends a great deal of

his time justifying his actions to the public and to himgelf.

In addition to the medical data found in the official records, a,

good histehould, include the following items:

1. What near vision tasks the student now performs--

, Can he read the newspaper articlesfor headlines? Does he read

per'sonal handwritten letters? Can he watch TV?. Can he identify

objects in snapshots or magazine pictures?

_

7



2. What are his expectations and goals--

Some people have unrealistic goals about what aids can anl.

cannot do. They may think that an aid will restore vision
7

9ompetely and allow them to function as well as the totally s,

sighted. On'the oper hand, a person may see his loss of sight

as absolute and complete and not even try to use his residual
lt

vision.

3. Wbat has 1-a been told about his condition--

Many believe that, their eyesight will decline if they use it.

This. fear is not' always disspelled by the doctors, although it

hould be. Recent research reveals that there is no foundation

for this belief.

,14. What aids' (if any r,e now uses or has used in the past- -

Some people have met with-failure in the use of aids and are

now.conVinced that-no aid can ever help theA. Others hav, used

aids previously which\n6- longer work well for them. At any rate,

re-evaluation of the aids is the recommended procedure.

The above initial interview can take the entire first period,!spant

with this student. It is essential to forming a good working relationship

with the student, and also in planning a program to fit his specific needs./

Also this interview will hopefully give the student confidence in you

as an instructor, and inturn will give you (the instructor) insight

into bow to approach this student.

During the first initial interview,. the student should be, encouraged

to discuss things about his vision that disturb him.



*a

Very often bright sunlight is a strong complaint. If this is so, you

should at this time-issue aids, that might alleviate this problem.

The following aids may be'used:

Polaroid sunglasses

Slip-in-sunglasses (with built -in, side shieldg), if the student

wears prescription glasses already:

Clip on side shields

Clip on sunglasses

Visors

.

9
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TESTING

DISTANCE ACUITY

p

Equipment: Feinbloom distance chart for subnormal vision
Snellen eye chart (Big E)
Direct light source (gooseneck lamp)
Occluder for individnal eye testing

Procedure:

1. Using the Feinbloom chart, start testing at 10 feet.

2. Illuminate the chart with-a floor stand.gooseneck lamp (100 watt)
-

at 3 feet from the chart. Test different-levels of light. Use

full candle power of a goosen'eck lamp on the chart, and with

, .

the head of the lami6 rotated 90 degrees for indirect light. Test

with and without overhead lights, and vary the amount (of overhead

illumination. Record the lighting used in obtaining the best

acuity. E.G. "Bright", "Dim", "Moderate", and "direct only",

"overhead only".

CAUTION: Avoid glare.

3. Test the student's worst eye first. Do this by >occluding the

better eye. The reason for this is to prevent memorization

of the chart's numbers. After testing the poorer eye, go on and

test the better eye alone and then both eyes together, in the

following manner:

Al Show the student the largest test object. Ask him'to say

what numbers or letters he sees. After each correct answer

go to the nextamaller size.

B. When the student reache the point difficulty, where he

can no longer identify thenumbers or letters, the last

correctly identified size is the acuity.

10 17



CAUTION: Often a student may miss a number or letter due to

it being a particularly hard configuration. Do not stop with

his first error, but instead go on to the next smallest numbe

0,k letters) and see if the student can identify them. Use

Sfiellen chart for reading acuities that are not on the Feinbl
41

Example: 20/50 20/15. 20/10.

4.. Should the, student not be able to read tire very largest numb r

.(the 70d foot number) move him closer to the chart, foot by

foot, until he can. Then try smaller test numbers at.this 'istance.

Do without present Rx first, then with. .

Recording:

In recording, let the numerator be the actual test distance
;

5.

in feet and the denomina or the size of the test number as indiCated

or the test chart (e le, 10/180), 10 is the distance from

the chart and'180 is the number size. Also if there are 3 numbers

Off 2ne page (all in one rint size) and the studept misses one

of the tree it would be. ecorded as follows; 10/180 - 1. If the

700 size number is not ecognized, even at one foot, try hand

movements (HM), and record distance, light perception (LP)., Or

record no light perception (NL?). To the right of the testing

results, note testing t .

Note: ECCENTRIC VIEWING:

If the patient has a c

the test number at var

eccentric viewing pain

A 0 4

ntral blindspot have tam try looking around

ous points on a clock. Indicate Which-

was the Host successful. 4
It'4



SOURCES FOR TESTING MATERIALS:
0.4.

FEINBLOOM DISTANCE CHART

Designs for Visio
Ito East 21st; Stre

New York City, N

Telephone: (212,1

AC SNELLEN EYE CHART

t

York 10010

982-6060

American Optical
2070 Dela Cruz -Blvd.

Santa Clara, Cali ornia 950.50

Telephone: 1,408.) ?49-,1400-
-

4
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TESTING

NEAR VISION ACUITY

Equipment: Sloan near vision reading cards
American Optical reading card (2M to .514 print'

Occluder
,Typoscope
Meter tape measure

Procedure:

Test the poorer eye first. Occlude the better. eye. Have the student

hold the Sloan 10M card at the distance he feels he is able to read it

the best.. Varying the illumination lntilit is optimal, have the student

try diert fiiationand if 6cessary44pcentric fixationuntil optima

vision is obtained. If the 10M Sloan card can be read;-reduce the letter

sizg until'the smallest readable size is Attained. Note: After reading
.

.

the 2.5M.print on the Sloan cards, you may switch to the American Optical

card with prints ranging from 2M to .5M. ,Repeat this procedure for the.

other eye. Then both eyes together. Near acuity should be tested without

and then with his present Rx.

Recoiding:

Mark: distance/tit-int size
z..t

Example: .25/7M /:;'Lt (.25 is .25 meters, or 25 centimeters)

Sloan cards gave t*print size marked in the upper right hand corner.

The larger the number the larger the print. .5M is the smallest and'10M

the largest. In measuring:distance record the distance from the corner

of the eye to the.card(if.no glasses are worn).

2.2

1.3

r.



If the student is wearing glasseS you should measure from the frame

edge to the card. Measure straight, not at an angle. Avoid parallax

errors-by looking Perpendicularly at the ruler.

0

Note- quality of reading: "Good", "Pooi",. "Great difficulty", etc.

Judge on speed, fluency, errors. ability to correctly recognize large

words, finding next line, and comprehensiOn. To the i'ight of tile

testing results, notethe testing date. di

./

23
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SOURCES OF' TESTING MATERIALS

Sloan Near Vision Reading Cards

Series I

Serie II(3rd'grade level'

John Hopkins University
School of Medicine

Wilmer Opthalmological,Institute
Baltimore, Maryland 21205

American Optical Reading Card

#11970

American Optical Company'
12070 Dela Cruz Blvd.

.

Saata.Clari;; Califoinia

Telephone; (408, 249-1400

1

Approximate Prices (1973):

$10.00

$ 5.00

$ 56

, °deluder
$2,25 per dozen--

Watehmoket
232 West Exchange Street
Providence, Rhode Island 02903

TyposcoPe

Designs for Vision
J40 East 21st Street
New York City, New York 10010 4

i..#. -
. ;

: Telephone: (212) 982-6060

..:,Meter Tape Measiire-(3-meter)

Peninsula, Scientific
.4185 Park.Blvd.

Palo Alto,` California 2 -I
!

Telephone 326-4136
15

$ 2,00

^v.
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TESTING

PRIMARY COLORS

Equipment: GeOmetrit Shape color cards
Direct light source

Procedure:

1: From the box of ,cards, take out 1 card of each color and

then put them in the following order:

Ye11N Orange, Red; Purple, Bide, Green.

41,

r

(Arranging the cards in the above order makes color discrimination

more difficult and also tells whither the student is able to

discriminate between colors that are near to each other in

the color spectrum.)

.2. Present the cards to the student in order ancL.simply ask him to
.

'tell you what color he sees.

NOTE: The .student may or may not wish to use a bright light. ."

Recording:

Simply write down which colors the.student confuses with which.

4

Example: Purple is brown. Blue was green:

Relevance:

.Cones in the retina are responsible for 'e&Lor vision... StUderits

with retinal damage may haire great difficulty recognizing colors.

SOURCES FOR TESTING MATERIAL

Geometric Shape.Colow Cards

Teacher's Resources
100 Btyeston Street
Boston, Mass.. 02116 25

16
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Equipmen

Proceduie:

TESTING

. FORM DISCRIMINATION

Geometric shape color cards
Direct light source

1.,Choose.one color group from-the box of cards.

Recording v.,

choosing.the color the student sees best (blue

Give the cards to the student and ask him what

sees. If_you suspect

of the f4iAask him

the student does noknow-

what they look like.

Example: Square is a box. You might also ask him how many

sides each fOrmehas.

Preferably

, red).

forms ne

the name

Simply mark down if the student had difficulty or not, and

if so, with which forms.

SOURCES OF TESTING MATERIAL

Geometrize Shape Color Cards

Teacher's Resources
160 Boyeston Street
Boston, Mass. +02116
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TESTING -

FARNSWRTH COLOR TEST .0

EqUipment: /Fainsworth'cofor test.
. /. Direct light source (Daylite bulb)

Occluder .

Procedute:

Y.

1. lien.tfie testingbox and mix up all the colors: .

2.Cover the student's-good eye,"doing the poorer eye'first.

If=the poorer` eS*e.has a very low acuity; the student may not

be able to do the test. :Then proceed to the-better'eyer

3. Turn on thp light and adjust over thetes#, 'Makesure the light

is not-directed at the students eyes, but rather on the test.
.

,,Present the box to the student, and explain to him that the

=colOrs must be rearranged to form a type of rainbow". . The
_ .

colors must be arranged to blend' from one color into the next.

Ibis important the student understand what'you want him to do

with this test. Often the simplest way to.get the idea-acr
. ,

fY ,

to, tell the stUdentto.start on the left with th stable,

4

_

color circle and.to find the one color in all e remaining colors,

that loOks the-most like that stable one ,.Then to place it

nexttothe,stable.one.COninue thro h,all the colors, by
- .

asking which coloi loOkstliemost the last,,if the student
.

does_ridt pick up the idea quicklir.

.1)*. .

'-1..Recorri. the results' Ctn. the Farnsworth chart.

18
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FRIEDMA1 rIELD ANAIZZER

1. Turn On-Off switch in rear of machine on.

2. Set light filter knobs to 00 adjustment.

3. Turn "Front" light switch (above tube) on.

4. Turn off all room lights, and allow student time to adjust.

-fr. Student should rest hiS chin on the opposite side of the chin

rest. from the eye being tested: (Example: right eye tested, chin

should be on the left side of chin rest.) Occlude'the eye not

being tested.

6. Beginning with "A" position, flash the light once and ask the student

how many lights he sees. If he sees the correct number note this

and go on to "B". If the student does not see the correct number

of light flashes, ask him at what position on'a clock he does'bee

.

'flashes, Note the flashes he does and does not see. After finishing

all letters, A though P, the results can -be charted pn the composite

'chart. (This will follow.' Then go on to the other eye.

NOTE: Emphasize fixation on the central target at all times.

0.11=111
c
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TESTING

FIELDS - TANGENT SCREEN

Equipment: Tangent screen
Wands
Occluder P 2(

Charts for.recording.results
Meter ruler (tape) .

-7;41,

. .

Procedure!'

1. Set the student in a chair in front of the tangent screen.

Measure 100 centimeters (or 1 meter) from the screen to the corner

of the, eye. This is the distance the student should remain at,

throughout the entire field test. Adjust the chair and student's

position if- necessary to achieve 'this distance. When adjusting the

chair, make sure the student's central vision is directly in line

with the center fixating dot, Also cheCk to see. that the tangent

screen is at a level where the student's eye is directly parallel with

A
the center fixating dot. (The student should nit -have to lodk up.

or down to fixate on the center dot,, but directly across.'

2. Explain to the student that he must fixate on the center dot at

all times. He must not look to-the sides or up and down, or an

incorrect reading will result. This,often is difficult-for low

vision people and the student should be given's rest whenever necessary.

Also, the instructor should pay alose,attention to the student's eye

movements so that improper fixating can be detected and corrected

immediately.

'Field tests are done on the left and right eYe separately, therefore

you will want to occlude one eye (either left.Abr right) and begin

testing. When that eye'is completed, go on and test the other.

21

31
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It should beipoted that if the student wears a distance correction,
A

he should be allowed to use this correction in Ilq.d testing.

: .

When the student wears bifocals, he ,should be told to only. use the

diitance.correction (top half'.

1:;.' Choose the correct wand size and mark the size down, on the chart.

Use the smallest wand possible that the student can see clearly.

Ofte tifith floaters, a larger wand needs to be used. If the student
±..;

has a central stopoma, the center dot will have to be replaced with

4 a large Then ask the student to imagine the point where. the

two lines of the X come together, and fixate on that point.

!
.

5.. Begin the field te ting, by mapping out the natural blind spot.

If you are testing the right eye, the blind spot will be on the right.

If you are testing the left eye, the blind spot will be on. the lefts
,

TO map out the blind spot, slowly move the and in from the outside.

1
Mark,the position where the student no longer sees the wand,, and

also where the wand becomeS visible again. From the centez of this

'blind area, go to the superior and inferior directions, finding out

Where the wand becomes visible. This blind spot which you have now

mapped out, should fall very clOsito that stitched on the screen.

By mappingout the natural blind -spot, you cantell if the student

41

is fixatfng correctly on the center dot. If the student is fixating

0 properly, his blind spot should be very:close to the natural blind

spot. If this does not shaw,'possibly the chair should be adjusted,

,
.

distance 'adjUsted, or fixation should be emphasized to the student

again.

r.,

41
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It should be noted that in certain eye diseases, the blind spot will,

be irregularly shaped. and or enlarged.

<
- 6; Continue the'field'testinghy:covering the complete circle of thet

screen. Mark all areas where the. Student can see and all areas

'there the student cannot see. This is_done by simpik bringing in

the wand (from oft the screen) to the very center dot, and marking.

-with pins. When .a blind spot is found it-should be mapied out

immediately. This is done be finding the center of the blind spot,

and thelmoving the wand upwards and downward in different directions.

Mark all spots checked by the upward'or downward:movement.

7. Ater the completion of the field test, chart the results. If the

field. is difficult to get, it is often best to do just a bit, then

give the student a rest and chart that mall portion done, while

he is resting., This alleviates errors in-charting due to incorrect

- reading of the pins.

8. If there were any particular difficulties in testing the field,.these

should be noted on the 'Chart of the field.

Recording:

Record the results on a central field chart. Note the testing date
.,

sv

on this chart.

SOURCES FOR TESTING MATERIALS

Tangent Screen 1 meter or 2 meter

Western Optical
1200 Mercer Street
Seattle, Washington Fa

.

33
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APPROXIMATE PRICE (1973) i
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FieldWands - targets, large set,
traquers scotometric, targets
(WO 229)

Bernell Manufacturers
,316 S. Eddy Street

South Bend, Indiana 46617

Telephone: (

3 meter Stanley Tape

234-3200

Peninsula Scientific
2185 Park Blvd.
Palo Alto, California

,Telephone: (415) 326-4136

.Occluder

Western-Optical
1200 Mercer SI
Seattlei Washington 98109

. 1

e
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Equipment:

Procedure:

FIGURE GROUND DISCRIMINATION,

Figure Ground Test
%Good...lighting" . -

'our different color grease pencili or crayons

Present the test to the student and explain that you will ask him

to identify the forms within,each group bf forMs, and that yot would like

him to trace each form, each with a different color pencil or crayon.

Recording:
.

Simply place the test in the folder andik4ke a note that the test

was done.

w.
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COkSULTATION WITH OPTOMETRIST

--

The exam by .the low vision consultant consists of:

1. Discussion with the student of his visual problems

2. Examination with the Opthalmostope Thiss an instrument with ,

$

a mirror centrally perforated for viewing the interior ofthe

eye and especially the retina.

3. Examination with the retinascope-- This instrument allows observation

Of the retina of the eye to d etermine the,;,ate,of' refraction.

4. Distance acuity should be checked 5.14 refraction done for distance.

5.

. , .

(The Procedure'for this is described in testing section.)

Near acuity should be checked p.nd refract& done for reading
r .

.
.

purposes. (This proceduYe is desribed'in the.testing section.'

6. Trial with monocular or binocular ''

Usually thg above is' done in two li hour. sessions.. This allows the
. .

low vision specialiSt time to work with the studenebetween sessions,

and'also makes possible feedback to the low vision consultant on the student's

progresS-. .
.

-
4

0 , .

laties of the low vision specialist consist, of:
.k.

1. Getting the room setup for t e exam (charts out, lights set -up,
.

;

. equipment out)
. .

.

2.'Scheduling students (with ;'the clerk)' and getting the medical and

..,
.

. , ,..

-low visibn folders together, foreall studept scheduled:

3. Going, over medical and low vision folder with the low vision

consultant, before the student rriVes-.
z

,

6-



..01 S.

. 4. Aid the consultant in,,phelow vision answering questions,

turning charts, locating aids and equipment, etc...
. .

5 After the student leaves, write in the low vision folder all sug-

91gestions the -consultant gives or tasks he would like comiAetea.

. . so-,

It is then the
''responsibility

Of the low vision specialist to
,..

eqmpiete suggested tasks and schedule the student back for the

''.
, ,

,

:isecorid consultation °" 't.r necessary.
2 a

.0"
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AIDS:

O

ORDERING AIDS AND GLASSES
FOR A PARTICULAR STUDENT

Fiout one 2431 Form or Prosthetic Reoue4t, along with two White

tissue manifold carbon copies. See the following'example for an explanation

e
of how to fill out the form.

1. Send the original 24.31 to Prosthetics (121).

2. One.copy goes in his low vision' folder.

3. One copy goes in his Permanent folder in the Ward Clerk's office.

GLASSES:

1. Fill 'out the Prosthetic Request (2431).

2. Make four copies of the' rescriptionu.(all on the 10-2914 Form),

See the following;example for filling.out the prescription.'

A. Sendthe original Prosthetic Request andtwo eyeglass prescrip-
. .

tions (include original) to Prosthetics (121).

B. Put one. prescription in his
,

law vision folder and one prescription

I

in the.00tometrist's prescription folder.

NOTE: Make sure all copies are readOle.

4 5

30



ORDERING AIDS AND EQUIPMENT
FOR THE Law VISION DEPAHTmENT

.

.

Aids and equipment can be ordered for the low vision department

through twO'different sources. The first is. the quarterly budget and the

second source is the prosthetics department of the hospital.' The prosthe-

tics department will purchase those aids1Which the low vision department-
.

used and issues frequently. (Examples are a 6x 8x miniscope, docket magnifiers;

etc.) The prosthetics department prefers to buy these aids in.quantity,

such as a dozen. Whenever possible, it is recommended aids be requested

through the prosthetics department, inorder to save budget money for other

low vision needs.

QUARTERLY BUDGET :

All sids and equipment ordered on quarteily budget money, should be
r

requested through a VA-2237 Form. To order, you need 5 of the 2237 originals;

4 yllite tissue carbon copies, and 2 green tissue carbon copies. See the

'2237 example, which follows for specifics in filling out this form." All

'Copies go to the secretary.with the e*geption'of one green copy. This green
!

copy should be put infthe low vision folder labeled "quarterly budget".

,PROSTHETICS ORDERING.

To order aids through the prosthetics department, one original 2431

and a white carbon copy should be filled out. .Quaatities such as one dozen

should be requested. See the folloWing 2431 for specifics in filling out

this form correctly. The original,is sent to the Prosthetics department

and the one copy is'kept for low vision files.

4 6
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NEAR VISION AIDS

a

Near vision aids are those aids used for doing close work, primarily

reading. These aids fall in the, following categories:

1. Hand magnifiers

2. Stand magnifiers

3. Headborn magnifiers

On.the_following.pages, are many of the aids used inthe low vision

department.

In using near vision aids, proper lighting and proper focal distance

should"be stressed. Statistics should be kept on the student's progress

with the recommended optical aidS. These statistics are:

Aid Used Print Size Read. Distance Reading Speed.

'6x lense ik. s 6 cm. 42 words per minute

Duration =.10 minutes

In.giving a student reading practice, it is suggested the reading

task be varied, and also chosen with-the individual student in mind. Gear

reading practice t the student's level of reading, and also to his interests.

If an individual's. reading levyt-is'questioned, the Gray Oral Reading Exam0
may be given. This test-follows.

Suggestions for eading practice are:

,playing cards maps

envelope addresses

letters.
v

bills

price tags'

le

(-- "

bus schedules

watches

recipes

ti

forms (tax, credit-applications)
R.
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HAND NAGNikitR

Power: These rectangular magnifiers come in a number of powers in the t

range of 4DT 5D, and 6D.

Recommended acuity: 20/40 20/60 .

Ude: Reading

Price: Around $3:00
.

Note:__These magnifiers offer only minimal magnification and therelbre

have little valUa to the individual with a very law acuity.

Sources: New York Lighthouse 'for the Blind
111 East 59th Street'
New York City, New York 10022 .

Telephone: (212) 355-2200

33'
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COIL AANDIMA1

4/0

Power ": 9D

Acuity: 20/70 20/100

Use: 'Reading

Price:. $1.65

'4
a.

0

41.

d

1 , SOURCES

..G

COIL CATARACT RAND READER
.

Power 20D

*
Acuity: 20/100 20/1400

Use: Reading

Price: $8.30

Aew York LighthouSe for the Blind
A,'1111.East'59th Street

NeW-York City, New York 10022

- Telephone: (212 355-2200

5 0 .

314
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. Power: IlD

D .

SELSI POCKET PAGNIFIER

Acuity: 20/100 20/200
4 -3 0

Use: Handy for reading,shorequick thing's,such as price tags,' not

practical for Iprig use.'

Pxi2ef-70d

SOURCES:

New York Lighthouse for the Blind

111 East 59th Street
New York City, New York 10022

,Telephone::(2121 355=2200

Selsi
.*

_40 Vetirans Blvd,
Carlstadt, New Jersey 07072

Telephone: (2011 935-0388

35
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BAUSCH AND LOMB PACEETTES

P6werS:" P3x and 5x

Acuity: -3x = 20/40 - 20/20 5x = 20/100 - 20V400-

Use: Short, hick reading

Price% $2.50

Note:

SOURCES:

Bausch and Lomb
'275 Valencia
$an Francisco, California 94103'

Telephone: 863-1580

New York tighthoube for the Blind
111 East 59th Streei *s.

New York City; Newyork 10022

Telephone: 212) 355-2200'

3
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t

SCANNER ILLUMINATED MAGNIFIERS

Powers: 5x and 10x

Acuity:

Use: hoi.t., quick, reading

Price: $3.25 for 5x1 $3.75 for 10x

Note:

SOURCE:

Electro-Optix, Inc.
35-12 CreScent Street
Long Island City, New York 11106

Telephone: (212) 786-5300

ti

2
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FOLDING POCKET.MkGNIFIERS

Power: 3x and 4x lenses

Aculgy: 20/200 and 20/400

UserReeding short, quick things

.Price: $3,00

SOURCES:

'New York Lighthouse for the Blind
111 East 596 Street

-New York City, New York J.0022

Telephone: (212 355-2200

c

Power: 5x, 7x, and 10x

Acuity; Under 20/400 when all

lenses are- used.

IM
.

Use:, Reading short, quick things

Price: $3.00

Selsi ,

40 Veterans B1;44.
Carlstadt, New Jersey 07072

Telephone: -(201) 935-6388

Bausch and ,Lomb r
275 Valencia
San Francisco, C94ifznia 94103

Telephone :''863.1580

38
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.SELSI P. NO COI:'

,

Power`: About 4.'63

20/!W 20/60

J3Se.:14eading

Ptipe: $7.75
c-

impe: This is a gdod.stand magnifier for th person who needs a greater
` 7.r)

working,distance. It also has very good light condensing qualities.

New ybrkLighthouse for the Blind
111 East 59th Street
New York City, New York 10022

TeleiZone:.(212) 355-2200

Selsi
-40 Veterans, Blvd.

Carlstadt, New Jersey 07072

Telephone:.(201), 935,0388

0
5
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New York Lighthouse for the Blind.
111 East 59th Street
New York City, New York.' 140622.

telephone (2121



-..

AGFA LOUPE

Power: ex.

ACuity: 20/300 or less

Use: Reading

::32.00

Note:

SOURCE:

New York lighthouse 'or tie Blind
111 East 59th Street
New City, New York 10022

Telephone: f212 3552200'

It

I
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FLASHLIGHT- PAGNIFIERS

Powers: 5x, 7x or 10x

Acuity: 20/200 - 20/400 (varies with power)

User Reading

Trice: $7.00 and uP;

Note:.

SOURCE:

New York Lighthouselfor the Blind
111 East 59th Street
New YOrk City, New York 10022

Telephone: (212) 355-2200

tte
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SLOAN FOCUSABLE STAND MAdNIF1ERS

\- /
t.

Powers: As abOve -'18D, 23D, 29E41 37D, 44D, 53D

Acuity Varies -With power - 18D = 20/100 20/200
291} and 37D = 20/200 20V400

_.44D.and 53D = below 20 100

Uie: Reading

. .

Trice: 18D, 23D, 29D, and 37D are all around $15.50. 44D is $25.50

and 53D is $35.50.

Note: Above lenses come to fit into either the battery or 115 volt
-

illmniriators. $5.50 for the battery and $90 for the 115.--volt.

illuminator.

SOURCE:

New York Ligfithouie for the Blind
111 East59thStreet
New York City, New York 10022

'Teleilhone: (212) 355-2200

42
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ARY LOUPES

Powers: 6.5D, 10D, 11D, 12D, 16D, 20D, 25D, and 32D

Acuity: Varies with power.- 6.5D = 20/70 20/100
'10D = 20/70 20/200

. 11D, 12D,,,and 16D = 20/100 20/200
20D, 25D; and 32D = 20/200 20/400

Use: Reading

Price: Around.$8,50, Set, $47.00

Note: Lenses come individually and fit interchangeably into one ary loUpe.

Sourcez New York Lighthouse for the Blind
111 ist 59th Street
New York City, New York' 10022

Telephone (2121 355-2200

4)
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HALF-EYE SPECIACTAES OR BINOCULAR USE

Powers: 4-6.o0,' +8.00, +10-. 00
8 A 10 L1 12 4:

Acuity:

r

+6.00 = 20/50 to 20/70
. +8.00 = 20/80 to 20/100
+10.00 = 20/200 to 20/300.

Use: Reading binocularly_;
, A

Price:- 4-6.o0 5.0o, +8.00 = .$27.50, 4-10,00 = .$30:00

Note:

IS

SOURCE :

New- York lighthouse, for the. Blitid'
111 EaSt 59th gtreet
New ."-York City, New York 12022

Telephone: (212 355-2200

6 1 ,g4,
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IARD RYPEROCULAR SPECTACLES

Paweis: 4x, 6x, .8x,

Acuity:-

Use:''Reading.

o

prices: 4x, 6k and 8x = $25.00, 10x = $35.00

Note:

SOURCE:

New York Lighthouse f*:the airld
111 East 59th Street
New York City; New York 100224

Telephone: .(212' 355-2200

.

- C
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DISTANCE AIDS

Distance. aids used in the tow vision department consist basically

of monoculars and binoCuIars. A:monocular is urged with just one eye,

. .

and is usually issued to those students haling the of just one
.

eye or who have considerably better acuity in one, eye than the other.

The main advantage to using a monocular is its-small size. Monoculars

can easily be carried In a pocket. Binoculars are used with both eyes ,
. .

. .

working together.' These are usually issued to students having equal

vision in both eyes. BinoMlars generally run large in size, which makes

it difficult for carrying, although there are a few small miniature.

modeiswhichare good.

The usefulness of monoculais and binoculars canes mainly in,

orientation and'n mobility. These aids can help a student read a street

sign,'store sign, bus number, house addreis, etc., givinghim an orig.
. 7

tion to his etevirbilment. Many-students also find other uses for these

aids, such as finding cittleon a cattle ranch. It isa good idea to

question the student and see just how he does plan to use a binocular

or monocular.

Training with binoculars and monobulas is'often necessary.. It

consists.of taking the student out and letting him become accustomed to

the,aid. One of the more difficult things to do with these aids, (iarti-

cUlarly if they are a strong power, eg.8i) is to locate the object which
.

one .wishes to read: The following pointers could be given, to a student.-

having difficulty.

63
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Locate the (Toss object without the aid if possible.- Then

line yourself directly with that ob?,ect

2.. Set a pattern for finding things, rather than just searching

everyWhere:for something. A slow scanning procedure shoula

be recommended.

3. For those students-whohave difficultysteadying the aid, it

should be suggested.theykeep their elbows tight acminst theii

body.

are some of -tre r-..noculars and _;;;Pd frezrlently

in the low:vision department, with descriptions, prices, sources, etc.

.
Monoculars Come ii.n a wide range of powers ;me.Fnification'. Those

-
powers

, .
.

with the least magnification are used with students having fairly r,00,d'

.
.

acuities. As the magnification increases in an aid, it aecomes more
A

Punctlonal with thosestuclents having poorer acuities.
$ , .
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25x SELSI MaNOCULAR

Power: 25x

Acuity: 10/50

.Use: Distance viewing

Price: About 0.00

Note: In addition to being used as a distance aid, thiS is sometimes

--used inverted (looking through the objective end, backwards) to .create

a larger field. When this isdone, objects will also look 22 times

fartheraway than they really are. For this reason, this inverted monocular

technique s1ould only be used with those students having very' good. acuities
.

(20/20, 20/301- and very small fields (2° - 3°). The mainuse for this

inverted monocular technique would be, to locate objectS in a close area.

ForieXample,'finding something that was dropped, finding something. in a

room quickly, etc,

SOURCE:

Selsi
40-Veteransalyd.
CarlstadtNew Jersey. 07072

, .

Telephone:,(2011 935-0388

45
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2.5x and 3x RING TELESCOPES

1

keeler Ring Telescope Bellinger Ring Telescope 3.5x

Aduity: About 10/50 Acuity: 10/50

UseCDistance viewing Use: Distance viewing

Pricey $6o.-oo (1973) Price: $75.00 (1973)

SOURCE: SOURCE:

Keeler Optical Products Dr. Hellinger
5536 13altimore , 20 Park Avenue

. ;Broomall, Pennsylvania New York City, New:York
.,

Telephone: (212) 685 -771.3

-0
6

NOTE: These telescopes are mitiat4e size, and can be fit on a ring (finger)

mounting. This feature Makes the telescope quite convenient, and
- r

,also prevents-being copspicuous 'with a large monocular.

tr,

6 (3
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HUUTSCOPE

Power:, 4):

Acuity:

Use: Distance viewing

Price: $30.50
0

i. .
.

I
NOTE: There is no focus on this aid, .which is sometimes an asset with

, / .

. 0

the student who has difficulty understanding the use of monoculars.

It does, have fine "range finder reticles", or 'criss -cross lines

in the viewer.

SOURCE:

Swift- Instrument6'
4th Street -

San Jose, California 7

Dlew pork Lighthouse for the Blind
111 East 59th Street
New York City; New York ,10022

Telephone: (212) 355-2200

47
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6k x my' scom

I

Powers: Both 6x And 8x

Acuity:

Use: Distance viewing

Price: About $19.50

NOTE: There are twp objective lenses rich are interchangeable.

SOURCES:

. Selsi

40 Veterans Blvd.-0'.
Carlstadt, New Jersey 407072

11,

Telephone: (201) 935-0388
I.

New York_ Lighthouse for the Blind
ill.East 59th Street
New.York City, New York 10022'

Telephone: (212) 355-2200

4:1
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ZEIZS- 8x 20.T.6i0CITIAR

e

Power:.8x

Acuity:

Use: Distance reading

Price: $t9,06.(pius $1.00"for shil6ping, June, 1974) ,

NOTE This monocular is quite_conmact.and will fit in a shirt pbeketi
.

using the pockets 'p. It hass, minimum focal distance of about

6' -feet.

,

SOURCE:"

New Ybik Lighthbuse for the Blind
111 iast 59thStreet
New York-City,' New York 10022 -

4 one; (212) 355=2200

,

. -
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6

BIG 6x,

:-
98xi 10x '12x 16x, and.20X;h01i0C&Ali-

110

Towers: 6x,- 8x, lox, 4x; 16x, 20x

Acuity: Varies with paver

Use: Distance viewing

Price: Varies from Sg.50 to $36.!2`..4'

,

-

NOTE: Sometimes 'a stiden t who .has difficulty using the
-

smaller 6x 8x c

,.

able
,.

miniscope is b to use this ionbcular, simply because it is larger

and easier to hold. (st4lagn-If5.cation'and fi/e/d is approximately the

same as.the miriiscde,in smalier colgers,)

SOURCES:

,

,

NewYOrk LfghthOlxse for the- Blind
I:11' East 59th Street,

;New-York City, Vex-York .10022

'Tel'ephone: (2121 355-2200

seisi
VetertiCS' Blvd; :1'1,

-Carlstadt, New.'.Tq.sei. 07972

5
r.

1

,

A
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Power: 1.0x

Acuity: Poor'

Distance vieldng
.

P rice; "$16.00

10x MONOCULAR'

NOTE: This is often aclifficUlt aid to use since it an extremely
.

small field. Extensive trail-Ana-is rebmmendea frith. this aid.'

SOUREE:
.

,

SeLsi ... '

hGyeterans Blvd.
' CarlstackNewjersey 07.072 .

Telephone: (201;) 935-0388'

.

11,

. e

,
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- laNIAWRE BINOCULARS -

The following binoculars are miniature type. They are quite

compact and easy to handle. Magnifications offered. are:. 2.5x, Lx,

'7x, 8x,-and 10x. These binoculars are issued to those students hart:

good binocular vision. (Are able to use' both eyes toFether,and "nave

fairly equal.acuities ix each eye.)

SOURCES:

Swift Instruments Selsi-
4th Street 40 Veterans Blvd.
San Jose, Califor-ia Carlstadt, New Jersey C; 072

_Telephone: 293-2380 Telephone:. (201' 935-038.

2.5x Binocular

x Binocular

'72

52

_....41111111_

a.



NI

.6x 15mm Binocular

(Swift)

7x 25im Binocular

(Swiftl

7x lamm )3inocUlar

kSelsi)

7 3

.53

0
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TXPOSCOPE

+14-5,

MIL

ors a

'These are used- to prevent glare (from'` white page ) 'while reading,

and, also to help keep one's place 90 the correct line.
'sfv

Price: $.50 each

.SOURCE: Designs for Vision-
r 1.1.o East 2ist .

New-York City, New, York 10010

....1=1

76
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.

Good lighting is essential totthe low vision student. There are

many good lamps available, from various sources, in different price

ranges.

--7--PriCe: Varies

SOURCES: Primarily local

Luxo ,

P. 0. Box 947
Sausalito:,California 94965

A



I

SUIIMASSES .

These are plastic sunglasses with a side shield curve, that slip easily

inside a pair of prescription glasses when needed.

Price: $ /50 each

SOURCE: YorktOwn Optical Company
1l69 West Merket..Street-

York, PennsylvarA ia 17404

7,3

4.4

O
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I VIC:YRS'

.

Use: These fit over glasses frames, and help to prevent glare from

the sun. overhanging li-rhts, etc.

Price: 5O

SOURCE

New York Lighthouse for the Blind
ill East 59th Street
New York City, Neiti York' 10022

e

TelephOne: (212) 355 -2200

a 73

59
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ADJUSTABLE READINC ?'=4: )S

Use: These can be used to hold reading material, in order that a student

does not have to bend over reading material for.any lengthy period
I

of time.

Price:

SOURCE:

401'

Test Rite Instruments
135 Monroe Street
Newark, New Jersey 071.05

p.

8-0

60

r.



_

SHAFER REA' DII:f_f C,TA".:1)

Use: Thete are-used to hold reading mAterial. It is-a very sturdy

stand, and quite flexable in movement. It is especially good

for use with a, typewriter.

ilrice: $50.00

SOURCE:

I

American Printing House for the Blind
:1839 Frankfort Avenie

Louisville
,
Kentudky 40206-

:

B. 1

.

0

/

0,a
0

0
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..

714

BOLD-RULED. PAPER FOR WRITING

47/

. .

Use: This paper will sometimes enable a low vision student to write

agaia. with the use of a'felt tip pen.

Price: 700/pound

;SOURCE:
c

American Printing House for the Blind
1839Jtankfort Avenue
Louisville, entuAcy 11.6206, ,

t.

It-

62
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rise: These will s&meimes

Price:. $.49 to $2.00

5OURCE:

0
n.

-

enable a student io read his handwriting

Any drugstore variety store, etc..
4 6

9

4

,

J9

_.,

8 3
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-WRIMAT.3.0N- -TO 0c_F-V

.

-/;2,

calsE;6-LciRcurTtELEViSION
EVALUATION AID 4RA.IttiliG

.- 4- '
-- ,-: -.1k4 Etala in that the ma-aline consists of FPAPitt)

_
.

. -, .....
-_- 1. television calaera Wand -zoOm lehs .

.-___ - ./: :.-- . , _

'.-' teteCri-siOnr Set or monitor. ..---

stand
,

tins syitgr 1." 'I

=

, ,doriiiióri -twitt- e.etitrico. comuOnents).
. 's

-

,-0.1*/. base and ,inountiWpra'pc'et for: ( depending on ___site
v.

1

7 -6 Oting tamera and monitor-

... .m.:::- ..x.. -X -`I -table'?with-beake°,'
-.

'4:-::-,-,---i?,;---'7 . ; .--- . ',--..:.-s1 ;, .

-_,..47 - onstrate the oue-1.1atitmr rols and adjustments
:.- '-r:4-.i '

switem-- for--01;:e.12:_e,ra
'

,-1'=7-:`:--*-4-4--;-:;772; on--67fti';'switch for.:_monitor
-15-3"...,-'-;';--

/- - S. -;

-

s'

."'77"1:-)- oiltletps on bEth.1C-ibr camera' stand and behind light, on post

,a

opera0..on ofic7:6ation switch

5. ape-rattire, ) -*ZOQIil (niael"ificationl, and locus' adjustments
. .

.

';' ,_ -- --, Oh'- -..ens Tt,A Pigattfre should lie about three .clicks back on
_ .

--'.". r.. ,,--..,,,:73.,,--*- --- ,, - . ; ---- , ---

.. -="-1 VsiValtek and _a)fisys'.fo'cus at maximum magnification,. y

.I r .. . .
.

At. ..,.. -6 'tightA00-And contrast wstrois on the monitor...... . ....
, . -, -. -z,---,...

iforizontar: apd:vertic-al. cdtititirS-- Oh ..6 Monitor

8, Poiaritir- switch on 0.06#

97.- adjustment for bo'Sitioniiig camera height above reading material

.

10. Positi-6ang of readi*/naterlal on 14 table fOk most

4; a----Rlace`ilaterial an tae so that when iS farthest

from the '74Ountiig ''pOst .the tap line . of. the rnate;ial -to
' , ' , -., . . .t , ,,be rea.m is in thee er;,-11,a4:oh:4436- screen of the monitor.

-- -'.' % - 41,t,-.1.-40e. ':- - --;,: ' ("/=f 2.-- 7."'' 4----":."1,-. , , ' 1. . 4 :;:.. .I.444,b, . .:... ',kr^ i't r - --!..-/I- .
,, ,.. ,:. - . 1 , , 7' ..1 64, : 3 75,- ...-3t....--.,,,...-..-....404.-1- ...



. b; Place the raateri4.1 on the.table'so that when the ;table -.

1
. . - -,.

. is at the extreme right posit-ion-the lett edge of the reading...
; - ' .,. 4

material is in the.right-plaCe on the screen of the monitor..
.

II: EVALUATI01; ,

A. Determine print size; magnification, distance figures

1. Find the smallest Print (in sldan 29 units) 'which. &in be read at

minim= magnification and distance .from monitor in centimeters.

Record 'chit' ',Find the minimun magnifiCation and

di,stance..that IR can be read at.)

B. Determine reading speed
,

_ .

i. 1. "sink appi-ipriate level reading material. test for. reading speed,
r

. . - ",, *-. '-

Th

.

2. RePOrti* all figures pertaining to.raagnification,,rin't-Oize., and,...,
.

.

distance fY.o.m -monitor' for each task Performed idth

Be sure that-the.,stlident 'eXPer-inients with the amo unt of
. . . ,

--. .., . ..

:... ',., Magnific.ation -In relation'to his distanCe from- the bonitorfor. the

,5
, . . , .

.., .
-various print sizes" to determine, the optimiumlnagniatioh.--

..-

, . s -
.

rdistarice relationship. for-. his particular :visual level,. -

0
.

.

A. ;nstrac,t, the student in the use bf the CCTV for the following' reading

..`materiali:

.

1. typed letters .(
-

2". handwritten letterg

.
3. extb66k ,prdimila.r material

a. determine length, of thne student an use the 'CCTV before

noticing fatigue or eye. strain C

- fit, magazine
.

5. dictionary

6. newspaper,°' 2

;7. telephone book (white 'Sages and: yellow pages,

a

_

k

t 65. 86 r

,



8. alp. other material that the student might haire a use for.

B. TnstruCt the student in the use of the CCTV for the -following

.writing tasks:
-

1. marking-pen on.heavy lined paper

2. balludiAt on heavy lined pager.

3. ballpoint on regular lined paper

-pencilon regular lined paper-

5. pen or pencil on unlined- paper-
,

Have student write a letter and address _on_an envelope.

D. Have the student write a check and complete the check stub.

E. Have student fill out a sample application form.

1. bank load.

. .2. department Store-credit

3. work application'

I

a

4, credit'card application .71

F..Give student optional projects if .time permit& such as:

-0*****
1. read a, map

.

9

0

. V

.#1:0' ,2. crossword puzzle
.:,,:-:",

.
5 , _ 1', '-;:A'Y

3: read.charts, tables or graphs ( , Aill, ,i
,t,,..r.:"....z.-,1, .L.ZV",:-.. A t. . .0e-s=t "'. ., -t,,:, -%:.*.,i.,...

.' .

G. After student has completed all of training, retest for reading :1: c ''.....s:,, -.*-.2-

. ;
.,- -

,. . 4. t - ,.,,-

:!,,e- ,:...1 :.:::':','

-
'Speed to deterimine if improvement has been made and if so 1.16Are.`,:: -.....::;,,,i-4.,,Q-;

, .--;-
. , .-- (. ,, ;: - , : .... /--,-.:.N-.

..170_TE: Effective. magnification: ,

.. : , ,..1..6'

-',
, 0, 0

1' ,Exampl 8x at 20 centimeters centimeters standard) ' .7
.. -. i .. Is'

. ,

'16x 'effective Magnification
201W:7

320

Sit:: TYPING WITH CCTV

V. ASSIEMBI;Y-OPTELEVISIai
74
. 8 7

14.f *.
- 66'

3
. '
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.'r

Introduction and orientation to C.C.T.7.

Read- reinint orr C. C. T.7,-

r".

r.

Introduction in:

use of'dictionary

use of nhonebook

4.

handwriting instruction: -regular and felt tip 'nen ,
. .

check writing

-fOrr.fillinrout

regular and heavy lined paper

typing

assembly and'Aisissembly of C.C.T.V.
. . .

Use: f the-f°11°wing models

Visualtek, standard
:.

44 Visualtek,,Pliniviewei..
.

"ippon.° II

.App°116 IV

,-Peleo

t

0
-

DATE k? TASK POLARITY MAG. SPEED DIST" di
.

t

. .
. -- '. . C . e , ' .

.. .. .

. . ..., A
, . '..l

t...' .
--..

- .."

,
..

k .
. .

...
. .:

_ ..
. .

. . . -
.

. 1

BEST OPTICAL AI -PuPATIQII



-*-Y.sin Derspnnel for the _'1114eailitatip.Ceiteis 114:.1.,c di a-..;
.-

...-.', .: :.* - . . ....--..

. .. 1il?e*-'#-'',I a"ien.-'.., .g z-e;c i. l c l. it..:';,-
, :;ak4..-P ;'-.-:-d-,

.
"11: S,

--

'..,.IIt-.t-p'.

.

, .C.r.- ar i"

.
for---n i a .- ; T'eb- i;u.,-:-4.*ti-y

'
It-4,`-7:-: 9, . 7: ? .41 It .

- i'' '-`:'** -is' recoiinaai-iktirat, thes,y.:,.15-:),0"2-4.21.;. C. C-.f.:174..±'rp..,...p.ni .._el.j..1ble vete,rals applicant

\---"'Ir _all- of these:_eritt ar.e,-achf..41ed" after:- .,....: --.. .....
,

. , _ ... .... ..
r -- '. i:' ", c'':- --.-----77'

''' A .. '..: '-:\i\ .1.' . . ; . .a-14%'::17.1.4 has heen-,441-a.iliSlitha..)11.are Is. . . . -.ad to -ynen!4.8,,a7.- the

itien *word 'regula, .

ie -geed- .1.71 s.lpe'jp
--* ..---!\*

rlir,,:; or lievr-sonm opitat.

rifiriped evalua.1

specific,X*1.1a). tasts.

,ions of Vie' Aiaff low

041-Asi-.cotarilatrgst and -6ty,,Chologist,.::;;Ii.:1'. '

-A low :ri.,sfVA _'shier tna.ylke;cba3pleted,
:-!;-!rel

. .......- 4 .: ..1- -_ ..- ''s ; ,:' -:=:-1...;1' :- -'.-;-.,...,44:--
Visior-tqf -641:11:14-g--14V:'41p:t. C.1'..iYAT,iCgram..- ;,

''' .4'? 'tdect tVotri.:" .341.,,It..,0Waal and.:-..other low visiltaids:
-, .,.::::, -..---:,--f!4. 4..t- *-::'; -.. -....i,...-..... -.,

I-pie Vf -..1,1-v.rs ocArAkning: d evaluation- "S:14Wthq C. C . Tr. V.
- s,-: %.-- "---,:"oe,',..' -:.k`j.,',...-; ,, ..- .. - -. f,..._-:!,:,. -, .- ,....... ,..0 .:''',. \ z7:- z -.- ..-- --."1";'..(i: .£-':. : ' ...

ne, c.). -era:a:..a e.:. --t -1 --zr `-*"-'"- -,v:.
. ..

.."*

: od. sti or smaller

i;ufifit-SZ--:

.

"7"'-`:

Th0:7.7- .-;,401,A4 -e4:14.6., of10 -woods per minute
!* - :

143131 Yiaa:.3(4'Tasker with the C.C:T.-It: tha.n
s- -

' ,

,
be4.- Corrotc)n other low. -vi ion, aids.

6.

4=14- read with 'adequate' coiprehe#Sipn-,- as eetermi'ned .by the low
5t., _. .

specialist.

. the veteran should liZe, for.:30. s'ec4tive itilutes
' \-,-, , .

4.stith thi C. C T. V I2 he',Ce4, ,a'ideed. this, lie shouldii'e ahle to-
.

read WO% longer with the C.C.T,V.:than he pan, with phe best near
. ^

2.,

correction - or otlier lQw

67



4. The- veteran should be able to address an envelope and write

e_letter. His writing should be legible.

4

5. The:veteran should be able to operate the device independant1

for both reading and writing involving:

(a) Change of focus

/33` Change of magnificttion :

0
(c) Change of polarity

0



C.C.T. V. REVISED-FOLLOW-UP

i :1. Nome: 2. Date:

3:Follow-u-o Number_ (1st, 2nd'.'3rd):

4.. BRC Attended: (PAVH, Hines):

0 '(T-f Palo Alto, .check if participated in VR
. ;

5. Date C.C.T.V Recieved:.
AMonth, Day, Year)

r7.

Students subjective opinion of tye condition-now as cdtpared to when

, he was at BRC ,(or lastfollow-up) :
(Same, Better, Worse}

Visual Aids obtained from sources other than BRC (include only-those

aids the student uses and list source of aid, type of aid, and approximate

cost as well as ae'student'S opinionof its utefUlness)9, ,

8.- Education level (number of grade's completed):

-9. Date of Birth:

10. Amount of time spent reading per day before legal blindness.

11. Amount of time Spent reading.p0c7--day after legal blindness, but before

entering BRC: .

Average nuMber of hours spent reading now per day aids.

. Average number of hours spent reading perday with

I

14. OcCupation prior to legal blindness: ..*.1

,

a

4

68

91

-71

6.0110..



15. Current-occupation:

16.. Recerii.ma jor niedical,prdblesns:

17. What material does he read:

- Visual AcUity: Distairce

Unaided, 0.D. 0..S., O.U.

Aided 0.D. OcS: O.U.

19. Utilization of.ids.:
,

,-.DietanciAicla .

.

ti

0,

1

real. -

O.D. 0.S, -0.U.

0.D. 67S.

A, .Iliu.;kOrder-Of Usefulness -
2-

2 ;

#1 POST):;.

Near Aids

Ilani,6rder ofAeftlin4is
. :

y. #1 (HOST)

. .:

. 1 iv., '... 4..";% ';''{,.. ,2 ... 2 4,..... Z., -''''
iiii:i Ifilisizeit!:,,,_

%SI
e ...-_," p.' ;V:,-:. " ..-, .. .

41 ... -- Trequency'Ned-:(4ezatire:ekl: -.-
,-. (

. A.

r -
1 .

20.

c'

re rr.

4

--Amount Utilized:
:

a: -:FreAuency Used

#3

Where s C.C.T..V. located 'and is it easily accesthible..

21. Reading speed with-g.g,T.V

22. 'Parezetersr-- ..% or stance:

7 Smoge

1ft:0.f/cation,'

,4:73A4ration:,(inIZinutes) :

idomprerensioAc

. -

69



23. Speed. with Optical Aid:
.(Only if used)

24. Parameters: , Optical. Aid:
.

Magnification:.

Working Distance:

Estimated Duration:(in minutes).

Comprehension:

25. Why does:he stop reading with C.C.T.V.:

,26.- Why 'does' he atop reading with Optical Aid:

27. Interval between having to stop and before he 'can use C..C.T.V. again:

.

28. Uises of C.C.T.V.: 1.

c

.4P

2.

4.

5.

6.'

ti

.
7.

29. Student 's Opinion of C.C.T.V.; Rating: (very. go

30. Family Opinion of C.Ce'r.V.:
ter

r

".4.

(very Popr) . .

',_Rating:. 1. (ve6. sood):

2

r* *

3.

4.
4

5.. -(very poor)



31. Can Stuaent operate C.C.T.V. effectively:

32. Mechanical/electrical repair problems with C.C.T.V.:

33. Cotments:

. _

69h

a

r



CLOSED CIRCUIT TELEVISION ISSUANCE'

,C:C.T.V.s issued from center:

1. Get serial numbers from came camera system, lens and TV.

I

2. Tack C.C.T.V. unit

Type letter to supply requesting shipPT.Ht of C.C.T.V:
. 7

Send letter to student's regional,office, notifying of issuance

and listingon repair, list.

5 Send warranty card and V.A. INFORMATION FORM.

6. Put card in C.C.T.V. follow -up file box.

7.- List student in C.C.T.11. folder.

C.C.T.V.s (issued through regional Offices)

1: -Put on student' -s, prosthetic st .:

2.1 Putcard in file box, (C,C V. follow-up%

I.

-.70

. r
. , , I

n
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Stsuulatitl Fisrm 507
t Yenned August 19;0
f5cateo Budtet

CircuLu A-32

lo'

'10 ".

SS1ItIticl PO 10..S.C.:1SS c94.1 Q- 1}71

,
- CLINICAL RECORD

I

Report on tow Vision Final
or

Continuation of S. F.
(SrrtAe out on;fino) (Speedy type of examieutiprior data)

emir 4:fa te)
.

, -
. .

.entered low.vision on and had a total

k -

.

rof hours in the area,. ( loi vision, Dr. Mehr, CCTV).

Th diagnosis of hiss eye condition is:

,

o'

.

Low vision testing was toMpleted with this student,,--and he was evaluated
b,

by Dr. Mehr, for all beneficialaids. ,The following aids were recommended:

Complete instruction in the use of all visual aids wad given. Mr.

was.able to read

aid (

wtian fOr,adUrati6n of

). With the CCTV he was reb4ing wpm for a

duration of hours.

0

Low vision special

minutes with his best optical

`

COTV 1Ws,&-:Write System -

SOURCE:

(Continue out revere side)

ATIENT'S IDENTIFICATION (For trrprd or written err ries give Name lase. hrol,
middle; grade. date hospital or rnedierd laeihty)

If

,

VAPA,' Western Blind Rehabilitation CenrelitEPoin oN

,3801 Miranda
Palo Alto, Calif° _94304 -(126b)
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LOW VISION PROGRAM FOR NEAR-VISION TASKS

T INTRODUCTION

E7ALUATION DF EACH S'I1JDE7'S VISUAL- PROBLEiS

A. History

B. Acuity testing,

C. Field testing
. . _

D. O-ther n6rceptual losses and distortion5

1. coloe diStrinination.

17.;"..DS

2. Form discrimination

3. Figure-ig.illnd discrimination

III. LOW -ISION,AIDS AND MAGNIFIERS

A. Types aids

B. Importance of lighting and other factors'

C. Training using the aids

4

IV. IMPRO-DtEM OF V.ISUAL 'Jac...61,10v THROUGH TRAINING

A. Formulation of training plan far the individual.student

B. Lesson plans

V. SUGGESTED READINGS

i 3
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iNTRODUCTIO.:;

A. person with low residual vision

cope witty his enviso

blind nor

is 'often' at a loss as to hpw to

e t, He can neither identify with the totally

i

the totall* sighted populatiaq and is uncertain of his role"

)(
in society, Nor does society proVide

There is a defirate la k of community

of the partially sighted person.

.

much assistance for, this individual.

resources,.tor the rehabilitation

.

Low vision clinics are'beginaing te,

spring up across the nation, but t err are few and far between.'

ietrists and 'ophthalmoloftists do the best they can under the circumstances.

any of them are helpful in' r4escribing al Optical Aid to impiove the indi-
,

vidual;s visual acuity; However, they often ,do not h%ave the time to ttain

,
oo

the person.in 1,he use of the Prescribed eid. Very few eye-apecialfists
O..

4:

have the time .or knowledge to help the patient
i ia/e his 4isUal Per-

. s ''',4

as well as his acuity...Therefore, in many cased, although acuity
, .

.
_

is drapioved with- the aid, visual functionin is not._ Because of, this lack

ception

' of tra'ningin the, use of their,residualvision, many_low'visiOn persons

encounter needless'frustratidn and loss of functionin.

It has-been shown thgi a, person will try to us dllS maining

Asion, no, matter how inefficient his.reitiod of ding to May be. Here

at the. C9nter, we felt.a need to develop a section of our program which
.

I

would assist' the low vision person by..training him how to use his- residUal
Y ,

%vision in the most effectille banner. .The particular area of the, program
..,

....-- i
'4

that will be outlined here is designed to improve visual efficien6y'in
.., . ,...,

near-vision tasks (generally tasks that are performed at a distance of

.... \
IA to 16 inches frim the eyes, such as,readine: It wase felt that a

. '4
1

classroom situation would be the ideal Nate for such training to t e place.

/

-:
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environment'

q .

Here we ce.,n,control tile-
nand7.the amount of variables to a

. t : .. . .

certain extent. The low vision person can concentrate more fully on
, . .

L

. ,

the" near vis.i.on task hand.7.an this way. Hopefully, the 'perceptual

iirprovement gained an this type of controlled situation will, transfer

into .the individual's daily life from near vision to distant vision

\asks , particularly--inthe area of .mobility.

- - -Our program was design. ed with two purposes in mind:
.

1. To determine the-student's present amount of residual vision

S.
and his level of visual functioning.

2. To train hi'.M-to use his 3.emaining vision in, the most effective

mannereither thro the use of low vision aids or perception

/ training or a combination of both.'

then, there are two distinct'se'CtiOns in the program -- evaluation

. '

'andAraining.

This. outline of the program is' not meant to-be followed rigidly,' but'

to,be used as a-guide. Since iherei's a. great difference in individuals.

//
(even those with similar eye conditions) any program would have to be tailored

"".

to meet individual needs. Techniques.and materials described should be
.

-

used selvtiely with individuals.

C

f
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EVALUATION t

. il

r.

Evaluation of, the student's present visual functioning starts at the

. .

most logical point--with the student himself. His first contact with the

'low vision specialist isin the form of an informal interview. The plipose

of interview is to familiarize the spOdent with ,the program; it 4}s

also iMDO t at this.time to get an idea of the student is view of

visualjloss.

Taking an accurate history of the student's condition is one of the

essential first steps i.9.1 the evaluation process. It is sometime difficult

for the student to describe how IR sees,' so it may help to ask xm about

"specific tasks that he can or "cannot perf9rm. One note of cau ion is,.

. necessary here: Never put the student on the defensive about is condition.
-

Try to make him as scomfOrtable as possible, If you notice, that certain

_questions upsgt him, avoid that type for the present. In many cases, the
. -"

best tec ihnique s to let the student talk; you can usually direct the-
, .. ).

..

conversation without asking needlessly pOinted questions. Remember that the

.

student is, likely to feel that his lack of vision makes him "abnormal" and

he already spends a great 941 of his time justifying.his actions to the
,

Public and himself.-

In addition to the medical data found in the officialredordsy a good..

history should include the following items:

,

1. What- near vision tasks the:student.now performs --
,

. .

Can he read-the newspaper articles Or headlines? Does he read
"1. ,

O

persOnal handwritten letters? Watch TV? Can he identifyobjects
-

in snapshots or magazine pictures?.

2. What are his expectations and. goals --

Some people have unrealistic goals about what aids can and cannot

14. 102
If
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do. They may think that an.aid will restore vision' complete

and allow them to function as well as the totally-sighted.

the other hand, a persan may ffEre his loss. of sight.as absol to '

.

/
..,-/ and complete and not eyed try to use his residual vision.

3. What has he yedn told about his condition --

J Many believe ti4t their eyesight'w111 decline if they us it.
r ,

This fear is not always disspelied by the doctors, alth ugh it'

should be. Recent research reveals that there is no f dation

rots/this:belief.

14% What aids (if ant) he now uses or has_Used in the p st

$ame people have. met with failure in the use of ai s and are

now convinced teat no aid can ever help them. Otters have used

aids previously which no longer work 'well for th . At any rate,

re-eyalUation -or :the aids is the recomm ended 'pr cedure.
z . .

5. What the student himself sees as areas of part cular difficulty --
-,

-There may be one or. more area' in *which a Stud nt feels especially

uncomfortable., 14e may be reluctant to discu s it because he feels

it is-boo petty or insigriificant. One co n'prablem is being able

to judgethe distance of Objects accurat .so that. rie an reach

fob aglass,ofliquid without/knocking it over, etc. .

From the information gathered inithis inter ew, the low vision specialist

Should get same idea of the student'S motivation to use his residual vision

el

and, if little exiats., haWshe can motivate him-further. For example, if he

is interested in sports, use printed materials' dealing with that subject.

He may surpris you and gradually Work his way down to reading the qp6rts

page of the local newspaper - suitable aids and-braining.

If, is lack of motivation is due to numerous failtres, bolster his
.

75 103
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confidence by starting out with large items that he can easily see and

progress to smaller items. In this manner, a series.of success experiments

are built up and the student is encouraged t9 try more difficult tasks.

Other persons iaay lack motivation because the tasks they are asked,to ,

,

perform are too easy'and lack Challenge. For some, they may seenito lack'

purpose. Therefore; it is improtant to explain, from time to time, the

reason for doing particular exerdises.. It is also necessary to continuously

re-evaluate the individual's program.

ACUITY'

The next'step in the evaluation process is measuring the-student's

visual acuity. This is done for both distance and near vision. For distance

acuity, several charts are used. They are: Snellen E" chart, Landolt Ring

chart,- and the Feinbloom number chart. Different test charts often yield

different test results, even though they are all based on,the same principle

of visual-angle. I

The, test procedure should remain constant for each of the test charts.

The student is asked to stand 20 feet from the Chart and begin reading from

the top. If he is unable to see
.

any of the test dbijects'at this distance,
- -

IOW
move him up to ten feet from the chart. There will be some students who

still are unable to see at this distance. In these'. cases, gradually dedrease

,the distance as necessary until he is able to read at least one line of

the chart. Each eye should be tested separately, and then oth together.'

Results of.distance acuity tests are reported in ratios Ch as 20/200.

This means that the student can see at 20 feet what a'hormally- ghted person

can see at 200 feet. Obviously, this is a notation used chiefly orculiformity

76
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measuiement. When results are e treme1y lovr, slier: as 3/400, eine cannot

say that the person tested actually sus at 3 feet what another sees at

400 feet; In additioh, there is doubtas to whether 3 feet
-

can,truliThe
\

considered "distance vision ". HOwever,in the absence of abetter system,

these ratios. must be used. it is good, though, to be Aware df their de-

ficiency.

As stated befare, test results will vary with the test chart used.

All of the reasons for this are not clear. tech of the test charts used

1

here are similar in the fact that they are all'cardboard!rather than pro-
-

jected charts. "Th4r-are also all based on the Snellen principle of visual

angle. however, each has its own distinctive qualty.

The Snellen "E" chart, probably the most widely used test chart,

is designed to test normal or near-normal vision. Fdr this reason,

there are small gradients of variation around the. nbrmal distant vision

area of 20/20. The largest test objects, however, have no such gradients..

For example, the largest object is measured at 20/200; the next Object

. .

in the sequence is 20/100--'a jump of 100 feet. For a person whose visual

'acuity lies between these two steps the results may misrepresent his ac-

tual acuity. Since he cannot read the 20/100 line, his yisionwill

be reported to be 20/200. In actuality, it may be 20/150 or 20/175.

Th- test results can only be as refined as the instrument which measures

them.

The Landolt Ring chart _uses broken circles 'as test:objects. The

subject is asked to report where he sees the breaks in the form. Therk

tire several advantages to,this\chart. First, there are test objectS at

ileryals between 20/200 dhd 20/100 so that vision in that area can be
4 , I

more adeqUately measured. Second, since all the. test objects are similar

in shape there is less chance of the subject guessing the correct answer.

Third, I have noticed that several subjects who have distorted images

77 A
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are unable to report whethq the break is directly on top or slightly :

toward the left or the right. 'Many times they are unaware of this

-ortion and cannot'understand why they sometimes experience difficulties

O .

in judgement. Once this problem is revealed, some means to cope with-it

can be established.

The Feinbloam Test.Chart for the Partially Blind is in many ways

the best one for-our purposes since it was developed especially-for low

vision clients. The test objects are much larger than those found on

'the ordinary eye charts, and there are many more gradients so' that the

acuity measured is more accurately defined. This test also used numbers .

instead of letters as test objects; this-means that it may easily be used

with *non-readers.

For testing near vision acuity, the reduced Snell'en letter Chart

found, in the back 'of Stimson's book, Optical Aids for Low Acuity,

is used. .Specific instructions for its use are outlined in the book.

. . .

This book also includes a guide regarding-theamount of magnification

needed to read various sizes ,of print. Various other charts' including

the Sloan Reading Cards can also be used tq determine the smallest size

print the student can read.

FIELD TESTING

!Defects in the field of';vision are responsible, for much of the

loss of functioning experienced by a,person with lay residual vision.

To evaluate the student's visual problems, we'neesame measurement

of his visual field. In our program we use the tangent screen and'
I4

the perimeterto obtain these measurements. Before describing these

instruments and the Procedure 'for determining the field of. vision,

78 -
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ftf
we should talka little about fields in general and what is considered

'-to be a normal field of-ision:

According to most, experts, a normal field of vision is described

60 upward,- 75° dOwnward60
c

nasally, and'95° temporally in each eye.

f,

*

This means that when a person.is fixating on an object directly ahead,
t,

as

he is aware df any other object that.comes within the above described,

, ,-
_- ,

range. Within this field there is only one spot that is blind and this
, -, --, .

, ..

between 15' and alc temporally in each eye. This is, a normal phenomenon

which exists in all people although they are notconscious of it. ,There

is some slight .variation in the dimensions

which art Considered to.benormal;

nose and other facial, features.

is

'of individu'el fields of vision

,

dueto the structure of the

There are two distinct types of -Vision: central and
-peripheral. The

central vision, usually considered to be the area within 25° of the. point

of fixation, is the region of greatest acuity or sharpness. of, vision. This

is the area of vision which is used to pick up the fine details of objects.
.

It'is .especially important 'for the efficient performance of near- vision taska

and reading activities, Withaut.central-visp,n, objects appear very blurry

-and have a tendency fro lose - their, shape.

Peripheral qision is Used chiefly to detect.movement,and the presence
.;

of large objects in the visual environment. It is e*tremely important forr.

mobility purpose's. Although things seen peritherally are not clearly defined,

%.'
the viewer is aware of th4Ir presence and their: approximate distance froi.

him. If he desires to see them more distinctly, he merely directs the central
.

f

portion of his vision toward them byturninghis
.

hea

,

41.

.
..

.
._

.

'Defects in the field of.vision .,re a result of the .progression of eye

--

107
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, .

diseases and injury to the eye and/or the brains Get6ing an. aCturate picture._
,

r
,,, . ,

,--

.

.
.

-of the type Of-vision loss a person experiences is necessary,to realistically.

-evaluate_his visual functioning and potential for training. For examp.e,
'

if a person has only a narrow field of central vision (generally called

4 -
tunnel vision), he May be able to read all sizes print with or withoUt aids,

but he-could experience considerable.difficUlty locating his chair or walking:

/

about in'a,crowded roam. A person with only periphal vision might have

no problem walking around, but may be unable to read ar,distingaish one color

from
7

another. If the instructor is unaware of the effects of various types

of field lots, he may have a tendency to'disbelievethe student's lacy of

performance;and conclude that the student is "faking" to satisfy some unmet

emotional needs. Although this does happen occasionally,-it is not usually,

the case. ',It is best to, give the atudept the benefit of the doubt in such

matters.

Onemethod of field tgsting isIthe use of the tangent screen. This

screen is used to plot field defects in the central 30° to 35° of vision.

It is alarge black screen, usually marked off in circles with a radius

of 1:00 and 30° , from thef,ntral point of fixation. The student,
,

,
is placed in a chair One meter (39") from the screen, He is asked to

cover one eye and fixate directly -on the, dot in, the center of .the screen.

H,

The instructor then selects a target that can be easily seen,by the student
4. _,.., ,

-

a

`and attaches,it'to a black wand. After instructing the student to loOl

t ,

directlyeat the center dot at all times, shemoves the target around the

.

screen following the prescribed method. 'The student is asked to report

when he no longer sees the moving target: By repeating thi's process'

throughout the entire field, a diagram can be plotted. A ebphrate drawing.

80
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is plotted for each eye. Results of the testing can 'be plotted-on graphs

Such as the one on the following page.
.

.

It is usually best to begin by checking out the normal blind spot.
,. '
This can be Used as a guide to determine whether or not the subject is

fixating properly on the center dot. There ere many different methods of

. . ;
doing fields in

1

the tangent screen, i.e., inward-putward or opposite'

Meridian techniques. For speCific detaild of how to proceed with the various

types of eases, it is suggestedthatyou consult Dr. Harringtonis book,

Vistrak
4

Fieldiwhich is in our library. It 1% also advisable to repeat the
A.

a

Vs,entirelst under differe nt conditions, such as using different size targe

varying the distance from the' screen to two meters, testing with and with t

the saject's glasses, And,ifarying the lighting conditions.

The perimeter is another instrument for measuring the dimensions of
*. 1

the'vismal field. It is different from the tangent screen in that it is
,

used to determine the amount of peripheral vision the'libject has. One

. :eye is tested at a time. The subject is asked to place hitiChin in the

sdhin-rest and fixate or-I.-the large yellow target in the center of the
0

a

perimeter. The instructor moves a smaller target arid asks the subject to
,

report when it disappears. After the field has been. tested on the '0 to .

. 180 axis, the machine,is rotated'toother positions., In'this way, then entire

field can be tested. The procedure is repeated for the other eye.

Results-of the test should be recorded on the graph at the lower half ,

,

of the,page on which the tangent screen results are recorded. The diagrams

- .

may loOk very different because the letter one includes the peripheral field.

However., the central portion' of vision should be similar in, both tests; if it

is not, the tests should be repeated to ascertain their validity. Same daily

13.9
:41



fluctuations in vision are poisIble, but they are generally not radical

changes.

After we have plotted the student's field of vision, we have some

,idea-of the types of problems he is likely to eticotnter. We will now

proceedtoadninisterspesifictaskstoverifythe.presence
-
of these

prcbiem'arees and then begin to formulate a plan of training to help
. .

alleviate as marry of these difficulties as possible.

O

110
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OTHER PERCEPIIJALLOSSES AD DISTORTIONS

1. Color Discrimifaition

Being able to distinguish'thebasic colors is rtanein daily
. .

liVing tasks and evaluation of this type should not be overlooked. In

addition to its practical value, what colrs the person sees'often tells

us something about his field'of vision and the canditiori of his retina.

For 'example, if a persorican recognize green, this means he his some un-.

damned cones in the central 15° of the retina; red, in the central 20°;
4

and'blue, in the central 30` of the retina. Tilts, a person with large .

central scotamas may see blue, but ;red and green look grey or even black

to him.

To determine color discriminatory abilities, use cards of six basic

colorsviolet, blue; red,. orange, green, and yellow._ (Either the form

,

puzzle or the geometric Shape cards maybe used for this purpose.) resent

these to. the student one ata time and ask hiMtoidentify the color of each.

If he has difficulty with hem, you may wants to allow him to Use
t,
all the

cards together; by comparing and contrasting the colors, many persons can

.-correctly identify them. However, if the persan needs-to-do this to dis-

tinguish the colors, part of his training should include work with -Colors.

LessonS5and 3 might be canO. cl re for his program.

2.. Figure-Ground Discrimination.

Frostig's Developtental Test of Visual Perception. Parts II and

III are used to deteimine whether or not a student experiences diff-

iculties in picking out a figure from)/a. background. By <bserving the
. T
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student closely and asking him auestions about his D rformance, it is fairly

easy to detect other postible areas of difficulty s ch as double images and

form distortions andiametimes even spatial' and dep h perception problems.

3: Form Discrimination

-Many people witi{ low residual vision are unab to,,distinguish the form

of objects. This may be due to poor, acuity, or fie loss or both. It is
.

important to determine the extent to which the ifini ual student, can recognize.

form so that he card receive the proper training. 1.7* h the correct type of

training 93J:students can improve their ability to criminate form and shape.

Use the geometric shape cards for evaluation p oses. Select all six

shapes of the same color. /;resent theta one at a time,to the student, and.ask

1*

him to identify each form. If he has difficulty With this task, be sureto......

_include same forM discrimination activities when writing his plan for perceptdal

training. Lessons 1, 36 4, 5 and 10 should be consldered'for this purpose.

4.112
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U E LOY VISIONa
After evaluating th student's present visual functioning, we are ready

to determine what typeof aid, if any, he will be able tcuse effectively.

= 7

Although not all persons can use optical aids, it has been estimated that

about 85% of lOW vision persons cap benefit from them if given the prober

training.

Since. this manual deals chiefly with training principles, none of

the aids will be covered in detail. Volumes have been written about specific

aids M their uses; it is suggested that yo4 consult, them for detailed

informatift. Generally speaking, however, optical aids are employed to

improve the individual's visual acuity or the sharpness with which he sees

objects. This necessarily involves central vision. It follows that persons'

with only peripheral vision are not 'likely to benefit from tlite use of aids.

Magnifying aids are, used for near vision tasks; telescopes are used for

, .
.

.

viewing distant objects. No optical aid improves the field of vision. A
'0

.
.

list various types of aids used is found at the era of this section.

There is no one aid that is best for all low vision persons. The

selection of the right aid will depend on the'individual's vigual,acuity,

. . .

his interestslimotivation, and the type of activity he yUhes, to accomplish

with th3 aid. The amount of magnificgtion needed istetermined roughly

N,
by the

be use

the st

b
Several arithmetic formulas for computing this figure can

01.

One of the simplest is the Kestenbaum rule. The numerator of

rat's
distance,visual acuity is, divided into the denominator; the

. result ould approximitely equal the magnification required tO read the -



1

.
Jaeger 5 on'the near, lision reading chart. This resulting number'is in

diopters; if you want to kpowAhe magnification yOU would divide by four.

For example, a Student witha distance acuity of 20/200 would require a

lens of +10 diopters or 2.5 times magnification. This formula is to be

used only as a guide, using.trial and error methods to further refine the
4

measure.

There are many other factors which 'determine whether or not a person

can use aids successfully. One very important aspect is that of proper

lighting. Most partially-sighted people find that increased lighting improves

the contrast and makes materials easier tp rea.: The problem of glare is

usually solved by using a high intensity lamp near the reading material rather.

theipk2Strong overhead light Which reflects on the magnifier. A slitted

piece orblack paper, called 'a typoscope; is Sometiies helidul in reducing'

. /; -

glare and increasing contrast and readability. A few students Whooparephoto-

phobic may prefer dim lighting. It is usually best tooma0,the student awake

of the different lighting conditionswhich are available, have him try t

. 0
reading under various conditions and determine which one is best for him.

Another important factor is finding an aid which ii Ath convenient

0
and practical fox...this indi:vidual's particular purposes. If 4,e is interested

in reading price tags oc articles,in a store, he will need an aid ;that 'id-.

a

portable, perhaps a magnifier that will fit easily in his pocket. Orr

the other hand, if he needs to do a great deal of reading. at home'or

his: office, a larger stationary aid which rill give him a greater field of

' vibion might be.bettgr." A system such as the cloied=circuit TV set-up

might be practical in this latter situation.



r

. ,

A. person must alsosbe given time and opportunity-to learn to use-their

new aid.. MA4Y people do not use their prescribed aids because they have nut

learned how to do so with ease. A simple suggestion' such as Usiaga reading,

Stand or.moving thd reading matter instead of their head will help,these

people. .0ther people may function better if they understand some of the

simpler optical princililei about their aid and its uses, 'focal length, etc.

All of these things should be explained by the low vision specialist as needed..

After suitable aid has been prescribed, the student should be encouraged

to use it_regularlx, Some of the lessons in the back of this manual are

esigned to .give the student practicalexperience-with their aids. Others k

can be developed for students who are having difficulties learning to use the
_

4,,,etaids.. As much as possible, thelOther training areas in the Center Should also
dt,

.encourage the students to usd aids in their classes. For example, distance aids

can be used on mobility lessons for reading street signs and locating specific
. ,

stores and buildiniertain stand-type magnifiers might be useful in the
. ,

area.for assembling the belt and ]Acing the wallet.

A
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BASIC TYPES OF AIDS

t

-1. Spectacles
A. Microscopic lenses
B. 'Telescopic lenses
C.Aihakic lenses
D. High-plus lenses

2. Head-bornes optical aids
A. Loupes
B. Telesight magnifiers
C. Clip-on telescopes (reading caps included)

3. Hand -held magnifiers
A. Folding pocket magnifiers
B. Hand magnifiers and readers
C. Fla0h14ht-t5ipe illuminat- magnifiers
D. Other types of lighted ifiers

Stand type'tagnifiers.
iv- A. Bar magnifiers'''

B. Paperweight magnifier
C. Lighted stand magnifiers
D. Non-illuminated stand magnifiers

5.t,Didtance aids- 4

A. Monocillar

S. Binoculars
'C. Clip-on telescopes

'6.. Non-optical aids

A. High intensity. lamps
B. Typoscopes .

-4.,1.,e'.

C. ReaaiPg'itands and book holders ^..
D. Heavy -lined writing paper
E. Felt tip pens .

.

['F. Sun glasges-and other' specially tinted lenses
G. Visors -%

.

89
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IMPBOVEMENT OF VISUAL PERCEPTION THROUGH T. DING

.

Now that we have some idea` of the, student's visual problems and the

type oT id he bay find heleful, We will begin to formulatefja plan of

'traini9g A separate plan sAuld be outlined for each student using the

following lesson plans as guides and developing special lessons if necessary.

Note the student's sneCial.areas of difficulty and select, hose lesson plans
''4

which should improve his shills in these areas. Pay special attention to

his visual capacities; do not select lessons which will be too easy or-too

- ,difficult for him. Repeat each reSson plan as often as necessary for the

Student to devel6P thZ necessary skills. Use creatIVI.ty in varying the lessons

.as.much as possible so that neither you nor the student become bored with the

learning" process. NO STLIDENT'SHOULb USE EVERY LESSON PLAN. The lessons are

desigRed for persons with extremeZy diverse visual problems. Each student
Nize Act

should be Areated as in. individual with a unique visual loss. For example',

.
,. ,

if in evaluation _you find that the' student can discriminate simple-forini, do

-
.

1 ..-.)'.

not include lesson #1 in your training program. HOWever, you may wapt-tto
,

,!1*

III
include lesson A as it deals with more, complex discrimination.

In formulating a program, it is helpfUl 4e1op ayork sheet On Which

' to record the results of he evaluation. A sazinie.ofonetype is found op the:.1/4
1.

next, page.

As mtich as possible, the lessons..sheuld be of practical use to the student.

. r.

Encourage him to apply, his learning to daily living.

ea
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SAMP&ORK sin=

. NAME ; DATE ENTERED AGE

. EYE CONDITION

EVALUATION

DURATION

1. Acuity Distant: OD_ OS

%
ChaA used .

2. Field

3. Color discrimination
0

4. Figure-ground

Near; OD OS

5. Form discrimination -r

aid (specify)6. Reading: Without aid With

7. Tasks presently performed

PRESCRIPTIVE PLAN

1:Goals

er.

2. Lessons to be used

3. Aids to be" usedA. Near

B. Distant. .

4. Non-optical aids used.

5. Best lighting conditions

6.' Glasses. prescribed. (if any)

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS.: .

7

AIDS.to BE PRESCRIBED 'OR VETERAN BEFORE LEAVING THE CENTER:

11.8.



PERCEPTUAL TRA 11121G

.$

PRINCIPLES INVOLVED:

1. Training-peripheral vision to notice more detail
2. Color discrimination
3. Form discrimination
4. Co-ordination of visual and tactual skills
5. Developing scanning techniques

) ri4D-th perception

7. Spatial perception
8.igure-ground discrimination
9: Improvement df reading skills

r

LESSON NUMER." MATERIALS USED PRINCIPLES INVOLVED
41-

-,..

1, 2 ,- Geometric shape cards . 1, 2',

., 3 Form puzzles
,

1, 2,

..

4, Simple animal and fruit puzzles 1, 2,

5, 6 . Spatial-directional pattern board ; 1, 2,

.
_

7
Simple sequential.pictures 1; 2,

/

-,L7

8 Jigsaw puzzles
" 1,2,

10 Fitzhugh Plus Program, 1, 3,

11

12

Word Tracking booklet 4, 5,

,-.-

SyMbol Tracking booklet 5,

3, 8

3,-4, 5,7.

3, 4, 5, 8

3, 4,5, 6,

3,

3, 4, 8

5, , 7

9

9

7, 8

'13 . Maps 4 1, 5

14 Tables and Graphs 1175

15 Magazine pictures (increasing Complexity) 1,'2, 3:5:8

16 , Crossword puizles

17 Playing cards

18 Weekly Reader Speed and ComprehensiOn

19,

a,

Large Print Dictionary

92.

1, 4; 5, 9

1, 2, 3, 8

1, 5, 9

1, 5; 9
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LESSON ?IAN 1

,

OBJECTIVE:. , improvement of simple form discrimination

DESCRIPTION OF Geometric shapes in-color. Set of 36 3" cards consisting

MATERIALS USED: of six colors and, six,shanes. Each card ks white with

a coLored'border and a shape of the same color in the

center. Shapes used - circle, square, triangle, rectangle,

diamond, hexagon. Colors used purple, blue, green, red,

orange and yellow.
.,.

SOURCE OF , Ruth Cheves Program (RC 1-4)
.Teaching Resources Corporation

.I4kTERIALS: 100 Boylston Street
'.Boston, Mass. 02116

Ith,

,
4:ROCEDURE: s Start with all six cards of the same color. Since

.
, . the purple-and-white provides the most contrast, it is

.. ,

usually best to start with that Color. Have the student

examine .each one of the cards separately and then all,together.

Instruct him to use the contrast to determine the shape.
-

This caribe-done by noticing the relatiye distance between

the shape and the bbrder of the card. With, dark colors,

use a light working area.. (If the table is.dark, place cards

on a piece of white paper so borderof each,card is notice-

able.). 'Sometimes the student can use his fingers 'to measure

the relative distances. -Ha;re the student start at thtop

left side of the card and move his finger slowly down toward
4

the lower left corner. As he dods so, ask him to notice any

changes -in -the distance between the White background and

93
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.0

add card of the other colors and have him identify *heir

- -

the colored-shape. Rotate the card 90` and continue, this__
. -

process until the- entire card hag been examined in this

_ ,
fashion.. HaVe the stude-t look for corners and angles

*

in the various shapes. It also helps to'compare Similar

._.

shapes, such the circle and the hexagon, the square ,and
.

, ,

i- .

the rectangle, and the diamond and the triangle. -C-

After the student is familiar withhese six basic shapes,_

shapes. As mach practice as is necessary can be given in

this way. For example, have him select all the circles,

all the squares, `etc. Some colors with less contrast

(such as yellow) are more difficult. Certain students will

be unable to distingUish these 'shapes.

4
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LESSON PLAN 2

.
.

OBJECTIVE: :Improvement'of basic color-discriminat:411:-

-

DESCRIPTION OF G-e9Metric ,shapes in color. Set,of ,116 34 cards consisting

,

VATERIALS USED: of six.colors and six shames. 'Eac h card is whit'ewith a

olored border and a'shape'of the saMe color in the center':4

SOURCE OF

-MATERIALS:
.

PROCEDURE:

I

Sh Des used:- circre, Square, triangle, rectangle, diamond, ./

hexagon. Colors used - purple, blue, green, red, orange,

and yellow. 5 .

Ruth Cheves Pro60 am (RC 1-4)

Teaching.Resou'rces CorpOration
100 Boylston Street
Boston, Masi. 02116

First determine which colors the studenthas th0 most

difficulties wit h. Dothis bygiving him all Six'cards of

the same shaligLalidask him to name the. color of each. It is

imp ortant toAegin by using She same shape; different shapes

can'stimulat difeerent parts ofsthe retina and create unneces:

saryproblems.,For example, ithas,been noticed that some

students see ;a ;difference in the hue of ,the red triangle

and the 'red' rectangle. Only by close ,comparison of the cards

can they determine that the colors are the same. Many students
. s 4

confuse pufple and blue, and red and orange,-

Mix all the cards of the -two colors the student has the mosiP

difficulty with. Ask him tAseparate them into piles acck.aing-
--4

to the' coldrs., The student can check his own work if he can.

distinguish the Shape's; if he has ratted the cards-correctly,

there should not be tiro of the sae shape"card in the 'same pile.

, 122
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This activity can be repeated using two different colors

'or adding more than two col-ors to 'create more complex

learning situations.

After the student h c=pared and contrasted the tcolcrs
t

-

e in this type of activity, pre&ent the colors to hip indi-
#

vidua.11y to -dete'rmine if he has learned to distinguis.h

-them- separately: You might even^vary the lighting condi-Z.-

lions and the color of the,background upon waich the cards'

#. are Pl.aced.

I

O

O

'

x
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LESSON PLAN 3

,WECTIVES: 1. impeovement.of color and form discrimination

2. Coordination of tactual and visual anis

DESCRIPpON OF Large form puzzles. Set oi24 3" squares, Consisting of

MATERIALS USED:- four cards of each of six colors4Ourple, .blue, gredh,

red, orange, yellow). Each card isdiVided by a diagonal,

SOURCE OF

MATERIALS:

PROCEDURE:

k

half the card is white and half is colored. Also small

form Puzzles. This set is identical to those described

abov4 except- they are 2" squares.

Ruth Cheves Program (1)
'Teaching Resources Corporation
100 Boylston Street
Boston, Mass. 0213,6

.

Begin:with the large form puzzles. Using four quarters

of one color, make a design. Give the student four pieces

of another color gnd ask him to copy the design. If he is.

able to do this without difficulty, proceed to the next step.

Construct another Model using two colors (perhaps
)t.

'those that the-studentA.s,known to confuse). Give the student

pieces of the same two colOrs and ask him to copy the degign'''

"Paying special attention to the correct color Positions.

Continue these 4imercise, using more and more complex patterns.

TOldeLto tite difficulty of the task, give the Student more

,.,- I i ."-4:* '
0

squares thin he, needs and ask him to select only those needed,.
.-.

. -

to comPle the pattern.

Repeatthe'entire pl'ocedure with the small form puzzles
.

ifthe student isable to see them

97,
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OBJECTIVES:

DESCRIpTIONOF

LESSON F;."Al; 4

l

1. Development of rare compleZform discriMination.
4

2. Coordination of,visual and tactual skillS\

3. Recognition .of relationships of Part to whole

Fruit and anim1 Puzzles. Set of seven simble objects,

IAATERIALS USED: .in.color, each one on a 6 x 9- card. (,Objects are:

SOURCE-OF

.

1,5g.F.E.EALS:

\ PROCEDURE:

c-
apple, orange, Peach, rabbit, horse, dog, and cat.'

Each one of these objects is further divided into a series

of puzzles of varying -,evels of difficultys

Ruth Chevet Program
Teaching Resources Corporation
100 Boylston Street
Boston, Mass. 02116

Give the student one of.the pictures (level and ask

him tp identify' is generally best to start with the

A

apple picture. Have-him notice suebific details of the

object, paying special attention to the relationship of its

-Parts; you mightalso point out the presence of the black-

border around the entire picture. If the,student is unable

to identify the object correctly even after this discussion,. .

tell him what it is, Explain that you are going to 'cut-

the picture into various pieces and ask him to re-4-isemble

it. He may keep the original picture and'refer back to it

if' necessary. Proceed through all sixlevelsof tneiActure

in a like. manner at the.student's rate of speed, This may

take the entire classperiod.

98
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Further lessons can be repeated using the other Pictures.

The student"s efficiency should improve with each picture.

SuPp/ementary work can be done with these materials if needed.

For example, pieces of two different:pictures-co:11d be nixed.

The student would then have to sort out the non-essential

elements" before assembling the picture.

-;.4..,

Ade,..f.4sa;

CO
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DE :I

rat

1. :oordination of'tactualand visual skills

\ 2. Color d",crimination

I-'orm discrimination

L.\N-L.e.l perception

,74.777
.

7A.:3 UZD:

PROCEDIF.:

4

irectional-spatial Pattern board. wooden board

so ..re) with1 five rows of five metal pegs. There are a

series of cardboard patterns of various geometric

(

forms and llnes wh4sh fit on the pegs. The forms are in

three colors : blue, green and red. The kit includes packets

of colored rubber bands which are to be stretched'around

, the pegs:-

Dubnoff School Program 2

Teaching esoyrces Corporation

100 Boylston Stree*
Boston, Mess. 02116

Begin by familiarizing the student with the 'pegboard

and,the packets of blue, green and, red rubber bands. If the

student has difficulty distinguishingtheblue 'from-the green,

have him .place one packet-on the left of the pegboard. and one
.

a.
on the right so he can remember which is which.

Start with'the solid form patterns. 'Place ore on the

pegboard and ask the student to stretch a rubber band around

each form. If the form is red, he should select a red rubber

band, etc. Continue until the student is able to do -this witht

ease.

100'
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-Continue the same process using the heavy line patterns,

and finally the thin line patterns. Sore students may not

be able to distinguish the colors of the thin line patterns.

Increased practice will improve this skill somewhat. However,

if a person cannot see the.difference after several attempts,
't

this activity should 'be discontinued.

4

0
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LESS= PLAN (.,t

Figure-grlund discririnatior.

CF Directional,-spatial natter:: board. Wooden board

ATERIA: :9' squire with five rows of five metal pegs. There

are a series of cardboard patterns of various colored

lines in random designs. ,Ze kit includes. packets of

. 2',JR7.1,7

ATERI.P._- :3:

red, blue, and green rubber tan4s which are to be stretched

around the pegs.

Dubnoff SchloI Program 2 c.

Teichina Resources Corporation
10c Boylston Street
Boston, Mass. 02116

PROCEDURE: There are « patterns which are specifically designed

to be used for practice with figure-ground discrimination.

(Six cards -.FG 1 to 6 - with designs on both sides./

Present a card and have the.student read the direction.;

at the bottom of the card and then perform the specified

task. Ifhe has enough sight to see these lines, he

should be: able to work on this lesSon qUite independently.

If he has sotiedifficulty seeing the lines when the pattern

is .on the boardc, allow him to pick it up and examine it -

more closely in the light.

k

7 4,c

, 4
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LESSON PLAN 7

,

OBJECTIVES: 1.,1$evelooment of ability to discriMinate finer details

2. Improvermnt'of c2lor and form discrimination

3. Development of ability to organize visual Information

. DESCRIPTION Oi Sequential pictures. Set of 22 8" x 10" pictures on

MATERIALS USED: glossy paper. Set consists of 6 separate series of various

subject matters. Five series are colored, one is black-and-

SOURCE OF

white.

Adapted by instructor. They are photogritphic blow-ups

MATERIALS: of groaner-items found in Fitzhugh PLUS Program, Book 1O4,

. items #381 to # 386. Hand coloredvith grease pencils.

0
PROCEDURE? Use just one series of the:dards at a time. Begin with

the least detailed one, the:floWer sequence. Introduce

one.of the pictures and have the student identify it. If

necessary, after allowing the. student to examine it, you

may discuss the picture with him, making certain that he has

noticed as much detail as-possible. Present him with the other

pictures in the sequence in random order. Tell him that they

all deal with tbp same subject smatter, and when placet in the

proper order, tell a story about the subject. .Ask him to

examine each picture carefully and put them in such an order.

After he has completed this tack; ask him to explain his
c, e r

i ;
P

ration* Ibr 'Oet particplar sequencing. If he has incorrectlyc
e ,e, t V, . .

141.

ordered them, help him to distinguish-those details,which

are essential to perform the task efficiently.
11.

1.03
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OBJECTIVES :

LESSON PLAN 8

1. 'color and form discrimination

2. Coordination of visual and tactual, skills

3. Figure-ground discrimihation
.40

DESCRIPTION OF Jigsaw puzzles, ranging from simple to more complex,

MATERIALS USED: in high-contrast colors Whenever possible.

*SOURCE OF Collected by the instructor.

'MATERIALS:

PROCEDURE: Familiarize the student yith.complete jigsaw

-

picture puzzle. 'Make certain that he pays particular

attention to the shape, color, and position of each

item in the picture as a 'whole. Call his attention

tt-as many sbecific details of the picture as he it

able to notice.

Break the puzzle apart, scraMble,the pieces, and-let

the student reassemble it independently. Notice,how
4

.he organizes the pieces -'- whether he groups them

according to color, for example.- It he doesn't seem to-

have any systematic way ofprOceeding, you might offer

some suggestions that would make thetask a little

easier for him.

Make -sure that-the student understands the reasons

for this exercise and the aims it is meant toaccomplish.

If the student seems to resent this type of activity, it.

is usually better to discontinue it.

105
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OBjECTIVES:
-

LESSON PLAN 8
fr

1. *Color and form discrimination

2. Coordination of visual and tactual, skills

3. Figure-ground discrimihation

, DESCRIPTION OF Jigsaw puzzles, ranging from simple to more complex,

MATERIALS USED: in high-contrast colors Whenever possible.

c

'SOURCE OF Collected by the instructor;

'MATERIALS:

PROCEDURE: Familiarize the student with_ complete jigsaw

picture ptizzle. 'Make certain that he pays particular

attention to the shape, color, and position of each

item in the picture as a 'whole. Call his attention

ttr as many specific details of the picture as he ib
O

able to notice.

Break the puzzle apart, scramble' the pieces, and-let

the student reassemble,it independently. Notite how

he organizes the pieces-,- whether he groups them

according to color, for example.- If he doesn't seem to

have any systematic way of proceeding, you might offer

some suggestions that would Make the task a little

easier for him.

Make 'sure that the student understands the reasons

for this exercise and the aims it is meant toacccmplish.

If the student seems to resent this type of activity, it.

is usually better to discontinue it.

105
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Practice of this tYne not an/y imnioves

discriminator abilities, but also, helps the stIldent

develop betteribrganizational skills.

1:

106
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LESSON PLAN 94

a.

'OBJECTIVE: ; 1. Improvement of visual discriminatory abilities

2. Developing_. basic 'reading skills

DESCRIPTION F Letters of the alphabet on individual 3"x5" file

MATERIALS USED: cardt. 'The size of the letters are 2" li"; 1",'J-"

.

SOURCE OF-

and u Also individual *oriels in' 1D point type on

file cards.

repared by the instructor, using Lettreset standard

4

MATERIALS: mediUm print sets in 192 pt:, 144 pt., 96 pt., 48 pt.,

and 2 Pt. type respectively: The 18 pt. type words '

were taken from the large print edition of the New '

York TiMes weekly newspaper.

PROCEDURE:
Determine the smallest size type the student can

read with ease. using that size, make simple three or

four letter words with the cards and -ask the student

to read them. Next, make another word, using letters

of that size, except place a letter of the next smallest

size in the middle of the word. 'Ask the^student to read

.

,

the word by guessing the middle letter: ,Continue this

uhtil the student feels comfortable and feels that he

can actually see the dialler letter. Then, make an entire

word of the smaller letters:-
c

z.

When, the student Is abIe'to read iNse llordS, begin

the .entire process again using even smaller letters' until

you reach 'fhe threshold of.-,his abilities. When he get's-

down to 18-pt. type,present entire words and groups of

107
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words on one card.. Proceed to sentences, then para-

graphs, then large print-books and/or newspapers.

All students may not be's,ble to finish this lesson;

some will need Several lessons before they Can discrim-

inate smaller letters accurately.: It may be useful for

some students to work on this activity each class period

for about ten or fifteen minutes and then proceed toten or

rather than continuing this lesson

for the entire class period.

'

las
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OBJECTIVES:.

i*SoN PLAN10

1. Figure-ground discrimination

*.
.2. Spatial and demon discriminatiOn

3. Practice noticing detail

4. Scanning practice .

a

5. .7omildiscrimination - tore complex type
,-

'DESCRIPTION OF Fitzhugh PLUS Program, Book 104. Etphasis will be on

'MATERIALS USED the following sections: items 181220, *221-248 and

#281-3oo.

SOURCE OF Prepared,by Kathleen Fitzhugh and Loren Fitzhugh.

Mk:hi-GALS: Published by Allied Education Council4Distribution Center,:

Galien,'Miohigan .Y9113.

. PROCEDURE:

I

1
This particulirmalterial can;pe used in avarieti.of

N-;

ways ndepending a the_ptuderits n#6ds. Not all students
.

,trill need to go through each section. The items themselves

are self-explanatory. General directions are given it the

beginning of% each secj.ion. The,studentis asked to can

the geometric'figures in each item and to select the one that

correctly-completes the queation.

Itets ,#181-220 are, particulariy good for improving-

figure-ground discrimination, and should be used with stUdents

who have had some ditficultir'mith'the Frositg test in eyalu-
.

,ation. 1
ow

tv

Items 29221-2?+$ .deal largely With spat el and depth
,

perception. They can be useful in hel.pig the student
J

-.,

L :109 ,
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<,

realize how the same fgmne =tip :abject can look different.
.

Athen viewed from a liffeient vi;Usil

Items h'281-00 are usefdl for picking up distortions
. .

I.,

and field _defects that the student may experience: In-

v -

many-cases, they can be. taught to compensate for these

distortions if7enough.practice, exercises arwrovided.

Throughout all the exercises, the student should be

encouraged to scanqhe items_ from left to ight. This

skill will espec is.1*help when' thestUdent begins to ,

develop his reading skills.

no.
.

13'7
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OB.tCTIVES:,

. -

LESSON PLO 11

1. improvement of reading speed pna cqmprehension

: 2. Development of ,scanning technique

3. Coordingtion`of visual, and tactual skills
-

DESCRLTTION OF

71ZTERIALS USED:

SOURCE OF

NATMIALS:

PROCEDURE:

Piiblisher: Ann Arbor Publishers
611 Church Street.
Ann;Arbor, Michigan

Self-instenction workbook titled 'Word Tracking ".

It consists of series of sentences in bold pad* Below

eade5ntence are several lines of words. The student is
.

asked to circle words that.arrpkarin'the sentences above

as quickly as possible.
400

Editor: Donald E. .P.'Smith,
. .

Distributor: Creative Associates
P.O. Box 281
Aptos, California 95003 -

If a student-can read 18 p t. type with or Without

aids at any 'speed, this material should be considered, fox
..

his program. It is not necessary to begin on page 1; some

__studaInts may find the vocabulary too. elementary .o.1e of

interest. Howeveri-it is important to start at the top

of the page each timean9, comPiete the entiie page before

..,going on to another.

Follow the general direction.in the-introduction of the

'''=-booklet. Tell the student that each sentence in the bold-

.

type.has a number. He. is to teed "the sente,
2nce then find

each'word of that sentence in the,li.nes below and draw a circle

vx

1
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,

around it. He "should then go on to -the next"nutbered '

_ -

sentence and continue withoutstopoina.intil he has

completed theentire -Pagel Encourage thestudebt to scan

from left to right and work as quipk4 at possible.
- . -

Whenever possible.the,student should be timed and his

speed recorded. Practice with word tracking exeibises

should imorove his speed in all reading activities.

1

ij
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- OBJEC1:VES:

LESSON PLAN 12.

1. Improvement of fide visual discrimination

2. Development of scanning techniques

3. Coordination- of visual-andtactual skills

DESCRIPTION OF Self-instructian workbook titled "Symbol Tracking .

MATE:IALS USED: It consists of numerous series of line drawings, letters,:

and numbers. The student is presented with .several

figures and asked. to-locate them in a group of figures

below and circle them.

SOURCI. OF Editor: Donald E.P. Smith

MATERIALS: -Nblisher: Ann Arbor Publishers

P.O. Box 1446

Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106

Distributor: Creative Associates

P.O. Box 281

Aptos, California 95003

PROCEDURE: Begin with page 7. Have the, student look at the

three figures above the heavy black line. Make certain

that he can identify them; some students may want to

-name them,,others may not. Ask him to circle those

same figures in the following two lines of items.

He is to circle them in the order in which they,appear

at the top. For,example, the figures are a. shoe, cat,

ancr.a. 'sailboat. If, as in the lines below, ,the first

item is a 'sailboat that comes after the shoe and the cat.

This method encourages the student to develop a left-to-
.

113
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right scanning technique and avoidrgndom scanning.

Continue down the page) circling the same figures in

the%second set of items, *etc. As the work proceeds

down the page, finer and finer visual discrimination

is necessary. Even if the student cannot see the iteMs

clearly, he can sometimes make intelligent guesses,

judging from the general contour of the items.

Proceed in the same mariner fhrough the booklet,

using letters and numbers as ,V0.1 as line drawings.

if the Student finds it-ir4neficial, he may use optical

aids, in this -? . thenever possible, the student

s,,etr,;-iie timed and encouraged to go as, fast as he

can, even though he :eels uncomfortable at first.

His speed should improve with practice.
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OBIECTIVES:

LESSON PLAN L3

1. Development of scanning techniques

2. Improvement of ability to discriminate fine detail

3. Recognition, of relationships of part to whole ,

DESCRIPTION OF Raps of all kinds. Begin with large print 'simple ram

AIRIAL4 USED: either from childrens' books or large print World Atlas. Proceed

to regular print City street maps aid travel route maps

SOURCE OF

ilSkTERIALS:

whenever possible.

World Atlas - in large type: 'Keith Jennison Book

Franklin Watts, Inc. Publishers
575 Lexington Avenue'
New York City, New York

Other large print maps from: Weekly Reader
Education Center
ColuMhus, Ohio 4321E,

Regular prirrfileaosfibm local sources.

PROCEDURE: Begin with the larger maps. Familiarize the student

with the general layout of the map. Have him Taad,the items
0

on the map key and locate them on the map; also point out the

4

scale of of miles and the compass directi6ns. With each of the

larger maps, there is a series of questions that can be used to

give the-student practice,using the mapiOys. The student should

be encouraged to use optical aids if he finds them, helpful.

Proceed to the regular, more complex taps. If the student.

cannot read the small print, have him locate larger objects such

as parks, lakes; etc. If he is ableto.redd the finer print,

familiarize 111* with the street index and'have him locate specifid

street corners using the map toOrdinates. After helms aone
(5.
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this with -several locations,' have his Sind the best travel)

route -trim one point to another: Discuss- the advantages and

disadvantages of alternate routes.. Keep the sop activities

as relevant as possible to the student's Interests and needs.

u6
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OBJECTEVES:

DESCRIPTION or

mitniss usn:
SOURCE OF

NA TERMS:

PROCEDURE:

*LESSON PLAN 14

1. Development of serInirig techniques

2. 1pproVement of reading skills

Tables and graphs of all types, ranging fran large,

simple charts to bus schedules and timetables.

Collected by instructor from various sources.

to

Follow the same procedure as the pre.iious lesson with the

maps Begin with the larger charts. Familiarize the student

with the format of the chart and the type of information it

contains. 'Use the series of questions provided with each chart.
. .

1-
. to give the student practice interpreting the chart.

Grab's:fly introduce more and more complicated tables and

,more detailed graphs: Encourage the student-to road the

smallest possible print, either yith Or without aids.. impress

upon him the-practical value of reading this type of material

whenever possible. .

117
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LESSON PLAN 15

OBJECTIVES: 1. Training vision to notice more d &tail

2:Figure-ground discrimination

3.'Organizing visual stimulus in logical pattern--

DESCRIPTION OF .Various pictures from magazines and other sources,
.

r,

MATEMIALS USED: .both incolor and in black-and-white, Wan-simple
. &..

objects to scenes ofincreasing complexity. ' .

SOURCE OF Gathered from all available sources by the ,

MATERIALS: instructor; many come from recent issues .of magazines

such as Time, Life, and National Geographic. They can

. be g;ared to the individual student's ability and interests.
0 .

PROCEDURE: . Begin with the simplest.picture that-you feel the'

student can identify. Ask him toidentify theIpicture

af

. a

`fInd describe as much detail as' he posiiply. can. If

henisses some aspect, point: it out and ask him-to-"`guess"
L.

what the object could be. Teach,hiM taude principles of

continuity and'context tc(Make intelligent guesses. Fiat

'example, if you present a picture of an. old man, 'Me'

student does not have to see the. object in hiS mouth

clearly to-guess that it is probably a pipe.

Continue this,procedure, using.more and more comilei

pictures-. Encourage the student to use color and form

Cues when he cannot see thing's clearly. If his field of

vision is severely restricted, help him. develop a systematic

scanning technique. Use materials of varying contrast

and different quality of papers.

:11.8
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A r
LESSON PLAN 16.

-OBJECTIVES: 1. Development of scanning techniques
4

2. Coordination of visual and tactual'skills,

.3. Improvement of reading skills

DESCRIPTION OF Large type crosswords 41.

'MATERIALS USED: Book of 50-crossword puzzles in 18 pt. type. The

puzzle grid lies flat on the table and the cawing-of

words rest against an easel-back binding of the booklet '.

in an upright position far'easy reading..

SOURCE OF Edited by Margaret Farrar. A New York Times Book,
. ,

published by Simon and Schuster, New York. Available

in many bookstores'and variety stores in the locality.

PROCEDURE: Use this material only if the studenthas a fairly

good vocabulary and enjoys word games. *Otherwise, the

student, will become frustrated and is likely to associate

- the frustration with visual rather than intellectual

inanity.

Present the booklet to the student and him

opeh-it correctly so that the easel-back supports the

word cues. Allow him to work as independently as Possible,

completing the crossword puzzle in the usual manner.

Encourage him to use magnifiers and extra lighting

if such is helpful to him: In this lesson, he will

probably see how important and-effective an Organized

119
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scanning technique canbe..
A

If these-puzzles are too difficult for _some students,
0

sdaw_large print puzzles are available, The.type

developed for children at about a sixth-grade level are

ideal because they'are usually large enough -for most lox

vision students

In rare cases, there may be'a4ovvision person with

extremely_ good acuity but a very narrow field. Here

regular-size Tssword puzzles would be useful. The student'

can get p,irtice developing a systematic scanning technique

while he is completing the puzzles.

go.
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OBJECTIVES:

DESCRIPTIOR OF

IOLTERIALS PSED:

SOURCE OF

LESSOR PLAN 17

1. Complex form discrimination

2. Development'of ability to.discriminate detail

3. Practice-ie;ccommodation--near to distant vision

-

Jumbo indexplaying bards.. Variations !night also

include use of cribbage board and other scoring.defices.

Cards from U.S. Playing Card Company, Cincinhae,

MATERIALS: available at local stores: Cribbage board from

American Foundation fox(the Blind.

se

First introduce individual cards to the student and

determine whether or not he,can identify them. Some

students may spend an entire lesson on juit learning to

tell one suit or huMber from another visually.-

r.

After student can readily idiptify cards, begin

playing a simple game'Withwhicb he'-is familiar. If

the game:requires that cards be laieon.the table,

Q

determinell"the student can seetheM from that distance.

This will require a certain :amount of scanning. The

student-will also be required to glance from his hand

(near) td the board (tore distant objects); therefore, his

powers 6f accommodation will be exercised.

When the student has become comfortable with the.

cards, you May introduc more complex tasks such as
1) '

score keeping with paper and pencil or a cribbage board.
(

/lb



a

Here the student will have to perform some task that -

requires viival-tactual coordinition and will further

develop his skills.

student will find this an interesting- lesson

because they are developing social skill's Whidh can be

used after they leave the Center while they are getting

some pradtice in .visual discrimination.

fc
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LESSON PLAN.18

OBJECTIVES: 1: 12aprovement of reading comprehension

2. DevelooMent of skill with optical aids

3. Improvement of reading speed

1

Y
4 I

4

DESCRIPTION OF Diagnostic silent reading test--4thland 6th grade

MATERIALS USED:',1evel. A series of short paragraphs with questions following

about the reading matter.

SOURCE OF Weekly Reader'school magazine,'published in Columbus,

MATERIALS: Ohio.

PROCEDUAN: Encouragi the student, to use the optical aid which
. .

has been. selected for him. 'Make certain he is in a

comfortable reading position, using the proper lighting

and reading stand and/ortypotcope, etc. .

Beginning with the first paragraPhhaVe him read the
, .

selection at whatever speed he is capable of. Watch hoi

- he uses the aid and suggest easier methods if needed.

' After he has completed the paragrai)hi'haVe him answer the

1,

questions below it. The Student should read aloud so that

the instructor can correct errors and see where his diff-
,

'iculties lie. -If the student has trouble answering the.

questions, have him re-read the selection before going on'

eir
to the next one.

Some students are not able to comprehend any of what

they are readidg in the beginning, and this may proveto

123
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be-a. vei7. frustrat.izig -ever-tette& for them. .T.1) hap

then, -initially, the instructor may first zies4 the

_selection rapidly to *them; they ?fill get a general

idea. of the context but -will not-be able to memorize

ti

it.' they y;e-read it, thevidll'better;u6derstand__
I

After several' sucCes;".experiencelt-wit.W.thki* .the--
!,

'student should try a paragrtrph on his own. =

Readings be timed with a stopwatch BsAh bead ,-
.

and creTrehensio should improve with practice. Progress_

can be checked Xr iy ing the student a reading passage
k_

injieneral into it book or aneasking

to diecIts-:s the !subject matter.

\f-
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DESCRIPTION OF,

MATERIALS USED:

.

SOURCE OF

MATERIALS:

. PROCEDURE:

4:414415vement oi-sk417.vith optical aids
.

-lholorovelient ofscanning technives

3-..Pritetica exnarieace yith utility reading.

:_,.-targa:priat dictionaries. The Grolier Large Type.,
-

) and Webster's New American DictiOnazy-,...

itr440 type (1.2' )

.

- - -
Uralier -avail le from Franklin. Watts, Inc.,

-PublIshers, 515,LexingtOn Ave., New York, N.Y. 10022.

fom,Vational Aid to the ViSually

Handicapped, 324I.-.iboa St., San Francisco, Calif.
"-z

- ,cords for the student to look up.

words, that he has come across

in his reattingil,:ifAit Yghich he was not familiar. To keep

him.hieali:*-4ic*it-a4, they should be words that he will

use in :Faure". 'Farrtliarize him with the general

layout -of the dictionary. Encourage him to use .the guide
.

words at the top of the page to. locate -specific words.

Point Out relevent- -.feats, .such as the fact that the

japhabatic word-S,are in bold type and usually stand out

inthe coign. Teach him-66 scan the.columns rapidly

'until he locates".his ti'ord. If ,necessary, you may have

to teach-the student how to use the keys to pronunciation

and afgreviations in, the front 'of the book.

X25
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The Webster dictionary is preferable because it

. has MOre'vords and the quality of the print isbetter.

However, if the student needs the largest possible type,

the Grolier can be used. Other large. print dictionaries

are avatlable on the market.

It is a gold idea to have the student write out the

.definition--either on paper or on a blackboard. This will

give him practice with note-taking and writing skills.

He also gets practice with eye-hand coordination and changing.
1/4

of focus from near to tar. He will also be given an

opportUnity to re-read his own handwriting; if necessary,

additional lessons can be planned to ipiro4e his 4;enmandhipj

C

...°1

. .
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SUGGESTED READINGS

C

Barrage, Natalie Increased Visual Behavior in Low Vision Children.

New York: American Foundation for the Blirid, 1064,

PeinblOom. "Technique of &emanation of the Partially Blind. Patient". ,
0

-New York: Designs for Vision, Inc. 0

Gregory, R.L. Eye- and Brain. New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1966".

' Harrington, David 0. The Visual Fields. St. Louis: The C.V. Mosby

CcsqAny, 1964 .

Simson,.Ru.sgell L. Optical Aids for Low Acuity/ Los Angeles:

Braille Institute of America, 1957

Sloan, Louise L. Aids for the Partially Sighted. New York:
r

. National Society for th,e Prevention of Blindness, 1966.

Stein, Harold and Slott, Bernard. The ihthalmic Ass stant.

St. Louis:-.The C.V. 'Mosby Company,' 1968.

,
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TRIAL SET

A: trial set contains the -following:,

1. a pair of plus spheres (+0.12 +20.00)

c-

2. a pair of minus spheres ( -0.12 -20.00)

3.'a pair of plus cylinders (+0.12 +8.00)

4. a pair'of minus cylinders (-0.12 -8,00)

Aspherelens is ,a segment of a sphere (ball) refracting rays of light

equally in all directions. there are both plus spheres and minus spheres.

Plus spheres are used to correct hyperopia (faisightedness). Minds spheres
It

are used to correct myopia (nearsightedness).

A cylinder lens is a,segment of a cylinder (tube),- the refractive power

of which varies in different directions. For this reason, a cylinder lens

must be used at the correct axis for the individual. Cylinders are used to
4,

correct astigmatism.

Accessories are things such as occluderi, pinholes, slits, etc. Prisms

are also included in a trial set, Prisms are basically used to correct

muscle imbalance, with the low-yision person,

129,
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TRIAL FROM
C

1. Adjust the temples simply by sliding them.

2. Center each eye individnoly the_frame, Wracking a pupillary

distance adjustment (1) and an upward or downward adjustment (2).

3. Adjust the tilt of the lenses dOWnwareslightly, for reading ease.

4. Adjust the nose angle if necessary (3)

5. Place the lenses into the frame. Remember that the strongest lens

should go in the slot nearest the eye. The most-convex side of the

lens goes away from the eye. Set the correct axio"f a cylinder is

beingused. (This is done b-yractching the line on the lens with the

correct axis number on the trial frame.)

130
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LENSoMETER

A lensameteris an instrument designed to measure the prescription of

ad optical lens. Lenses are made up of either spheres-or cylinders; or

a coydbination of both. By using a target area in the lensamster one can

find the exact prescription of any lens. ''American made lensometers use

a target consisting of a single line in one direction, and three parallel

lines id the opposite direction.

pages.

To begin measuring lenses, follow the basic steps on the following

0

'to 1
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IENSOMETER

Prescription -of a sphere only (+4.00)

1. Focus. ye piece ( #1) for yourown eye.'

2.--Placilens in position under aim* (40 with the temples

pointing toward the 'back. This will Measure the back focal

distance.

3. TUrn the power wheel (#3) until both-the single line and the

,

three triple! lines are all .in focus together. The nuMbelion
4

the power wheel is the sphere prescription (example +4.00).
'"I

,

Prescription of a sphere. cylinder, axis (+11.50, -4.00, x 97) or (+7.50, +4.00, x 7)

1. Focus eye piece (#1) for your own eye.

2. Place lens in ppsitibn under clamp'(02) with the tewples pointing

'toward the back. This will measure the back focal distance.

3. Focus the single line until it is as clear as possible, by turning

the power wheel (#3).

4. Find the axis by turning the axis wheel ():, This will be

the'point Where_you see one clear straight line.

Go back to the single line and adjust the power wheel ( #3) for

clarity if necessary. This.nuMber is then written down as the

sphere component: (Black numbers are plus and reds are minus.)

Also the axis reading from the axis wheel (P) is written dowd.

(Exampl - +11.50 x 97)

6. NoW focus on the triple lines using your power wheel (#3); The

'difference between your sphere (or the number you found when you

C
focused the single line, +11.50) and the number you have fount by

6
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focusing on the triple lines (+7.50) is your,.pylinder:
v

+11.50,
- + 7.50
-=4:55-

Your complete prescrip on will read as follows:

+11150 -4.o0. x

It could also be writteas :

+7.50 +4.00 x 7.

These are the same prescriptions, jUSt written differently. SL

C.

Bifocal

f
Should the abOlie pr7scription also haves reading' egment in it,_

it would-be called a bifocal. To'check this reading segment, do the

following,

1. Place the lens in position-under the clamp (#2) with the temples

pointing toward you. This will measure front focal distance.

2. Focus on the triple lines by turning the power wheel (#3). Mark

. .down the number they focus in at..

3: -Move the lens up to the 'reading segment and again focus on the

triple lines. Subtractcthe distance froim the reading segment and

thisill be the reading segment add.

+14.00 reading
- +11.00 distance'

+3.00 add

133
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TRANSPOSITION

. (gIasses'prescriptions)

1. .

To,transpose a lens is to rewrite the expression of its power without

.acti'tlly changing them.

TRANSPOSITION RULES

"'To transpose from ohe'sphero-cylinder form to another:

1'.

.

Add.thesphere and cylinder powers together algebraically. .(If

the signs are alike, add* if they 'are different, subtract.). The

-result is the sphere pOWer.

2. Retain the-power of the cylihder, reverse its sign and Change

the axis 900

Example: +1.00 +0.75 .x 90 becomes +1.75N-0.15- x,180

. +1,00 -2.00 x'75 becomes -1.00 +2.00 x 165

'TO transpose a piano. cylinder to a sphero-cylinder:

1. Take the poWerof the cylinder, retaining its sign as the new

sphere power.

:. .

2. Use the-same .pgwer as the cylihder power, reversing the sign and
. <

.. .

changing its ada by 90°.
t4

ExaMple: Plano +1.00 x 90 becomes +1.00 -1.00 x 180

134,
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ortAMMERISTIC$ OF EYE DISEASES

KEY:

Category.

I.,Congenital oilereditary

A. NOn7progressiVe
.1

B. Progressive

. C. Secondary Complications

Ii..Adventitial

A. Non-progressive

B. ProgressiVe

C. Secondary Complications

Functional.Characteristics
4

!

C
:c I

a. Peripheral field lbss'

b. Central. field loss.

o. Defective night vision,

"
d. Defective color lAsiori.

4

e. Bright light .preferred

f: Average light preferred.

g, Dim light preferred

Sical Needs

t

h. Distance glass or aid 1F. Can read without glasses
. ,

., i. High-plUs reading spectacle *L. Physical ac:tivityintay be
. ,.,

.. ..-

j. Hand-held. leneprefera6le . *m. May be on,eye treatment or

. :-,--"

"xcbedk with physician or opthalmoitagist medic4tion. .4 .

..,r.,

4

4

restricted

135
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Diseases

AdhramatiFpsia

AiAniim,.Complete

Albinism, Ocular

Amblyopia ex anopsia

Aniridia

Aphaldra Surgical

Cataract

Chorioretinitis

..7.4

CHARACTERISTICS OF EYE DISEASES'

Colothhoma of iris, thoroid

or disc

Corneal dystrophy

`C*neal graft. recent

Corneal 'scarring.

CHART"7''"'
Category

IA

IA

IA

IA

IA or B

IIA

,,(trauma, keratitis, leutoma) IIA

Detachment of retina

Surgically treated

Diabetic retinopathY

Dislocation of lens

Glaucoma
.

. -

hypertensive retinopa.thy-

Keratonobus

0

IIA,B

IIB;C

IB

IIA or B.

IIB

IIB,C,

167

re

rer

Functional

.

d,g..

b f

f,g

f,g

f,g

f,g

Physica/

a or b,,e,f,g.", i,m

s.,e,f

e,f

f,g

a or b,

b,c,e,f

t;g

a,c,e,f

a,c,e,f

b,e,f

a,e,f '

V
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CHARACTERISTICS OF EYE DISEASEV(CORTIgbED)

Diseases Category Functional., Physical

- Macular degeneration

Juvenile IA b,d;f,g h,1,1

Senile IIA or B b 1,3

Marfan's Syndrome

(see Dislocated lens)

WaDia. Degenerative

Axial

NYStagmUs CA reflex

associated with eye disease)

Primary Optic atrophy,

IB,C

ITA

Congenital IA

Neurdlogica IIA,B

RetjUiiis Pigmentsa IIB

Retrobuibar neurit s IIA,B

Retrolental fibrop. sia

Uvelitis

cs

.

a or b., c,d,e,f h,k,l,m

f;g h,i,k

b,c,d,e,d

a,c,d,e,f

i.j

i,j,i'm

a,c,e,d h,i,j

1,i'm

IIA,C a", or b, e,f h,i,k,1

IIA,B,C. e,f

z4
4
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ABSTRACT OF INFORMATION

From: Management of the Patient with Subnormal Vision, by Gerald Fonda:-

C. V. Mosby. Co., St. Louis 1965.

Classification of partially seeing

Gram I - Light perception to 1/200

Group II - Vision ranging from 2/200 to 4/200

Group III - Vision ranging from 5/200 to 20/300

r51iffTIV-=-VISIOn.ringing from 2 /250-tb-206 tr--

Purpose of-classification is to establish an arbitrary. standard for the most

-effective use of residual vision., Individuals in Grioup I Should be taught_-

braille; persons,in Group II should be encouraged to read some size of

tyne;'persons in Groups III and IV should be taught'to use their own eyes.

Definition of Traveling Vision

Viiion of 3/200 or better if it is assumed that the peripheral field of

vision isgreater than 50 degrees'in the :widest diameter.

,

-Eye.diseases responsive to

Aniridia

2.'CatSitacts

3. Colomboma of the retina. 'choroid 'and optic- nerve.

:Mhsculgt degeneration in younger persons
,

5.;Progreasive myopia

6; SurgiCal aphakia

correction of subnormal 'Vision

169
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Eye diseases that limit the correction of subnormal vision:..

1. Choroidermia*

2. Diabetic retinopathy

3. Field defects

4. Glatleccaa. - -

.5. Hypertensive and arteriosclerotic retinopathy

6. Optic atropbrassociated with severely constricted or

hemianopsia field defects*

-.. 7: Retinal vascular occlusion (severe).

8. Retinitis pigmentosa*

* These ere-Unfavorable conditions for correction because"of periphers1

.
field, defects.

'Correction of Subnormal Vision
. /,.

. . . .

.
.

The ability to Use residual vision is not determined entirely on the basis *

,_ .

.

.. : ,...

of visual acuity: The percentage method for defining Visual efficiency has.-., ;

no scientific. basis; visual acuity should not be expressed by perCentage',1,-

.

unless it is used to-determine compensation.
.

Illumination

The tolloving Conditions function best in minim illumination:
.,

Aniridia

,Cataracts

Central corneal opacities

.MEsculir Degeneration
.
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SOURCES OF LOW VISION AIDS

I. Albert .Aloe Co., 805 Locust Street, St. Louis, Mo. 63101.

Telescopes and Magnifiers

2. American Association of-Workers for the Blind, Inc., 1511 K Street

ILL, Washington, D.C. 20005

Crganizeci "workers for the blind" persons

3. American Bible Society. 1865 Broadway, New York, N. Y. 10023

Large-print Bibles

4. American Bifocal Company, 1440 St. Clair Ave., Cleveland_ Ohio 44114.

Volk Conoid microscopes

5. American Council of the Blind, 20 '.E' Street,

Washington, D.C. 20001

"Organized Blind" group

, Suite 215,

6. AmericanPoundatiOn for the Blind, 15 West 16th Street, New York, LX.

10011.

Best source of non-optical law vision aids.

7. American Optical Company, Southbridge, Mass. 01550

'Microscopes

,8. American Printing House for the Blind, 1839 Frankfort Ave., Louisville,

Kentucky 40206

Reading Stands.large-print_books, braille books

9. American Thermoform Corp., 8640 East Slauson Ave., Pico Rivera, Calif..

99660

Braille duplication
.-

10. Apex Specialtipd. 1115 Douglas Ave., Providence, R.I.

Assorted magnifiers .
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11. Apollo Lasers, Inc., 6365 ArizonA Circle, Los Angeles, Calif. 90045

Television magnifying.gystens

12. Association for Education of Visually Handicapped, 1604 Spruce Street,

'Philadelphia, Pa. 19103

Organized "educators'Of blind" persons

13. Bausch and Lomb, 635 St. Paul .Street, Rochester, N.Y. 14602

*and magnifiers
O

14. Bernell Corporation, 316 SoutkEdoty. Street, South Bend, Indiana 46617

Wide diversity of items

15. Braille Institute of America. 741 N. Vermont Ave., Los Angeles, Calif.

90029,

Begt Weit Coast source of non-optical aids

16. Bushnell Optical Corporation, Bushnell.Building, Pasadena, Calif. 91107

Telekopes and binoculars.

17.'Christian Record Braille foundation, Inc., WO! South 52nd Street,

Lincoln, Nebraska 68506

Counseling services ti
.
18. Clovernook Piinting House for the Blind, 7000 Hamilton Ave., Cincinnati,

Ohio 45231

Prints braille book's

19. Dawn Products Company:Box 294. Owatonna, MInnesota.55060

Study stands

20. Dazor Manufacturing Company, 4455-99 Duncan Ave., St. Louis, Mo. 63110

Lighcing fixtures and illuminated standmagnifiers

21. 'Designs for Vision, 40East 21st Street, New York, N.Y. 10010

The most complete line of telescopes and micrdscopei in U.S.A.

Head-borne aids primarily'
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22. Donegan Optical Co., Inc., 1405 Kansas Ave., KansasCity, Mo. 64127.

Optical aid; of all kinds.

23. Eberson Enterprises, P.O. Box 5516, Pasadena, Calif. 91107.

VisO'ri and Visorettes

24. Edmond Scientific Compli.ny, 101 E. Gloucester Pike, Barrington, N.J.

08007

Unbelievably diversified offerings include some hand lenses:-

25. Ednalite Corporation, 200 N. Water Street, Peekskill, New York 10566.
y.

Stand Magnifiers and Illumination Systems

26: Edroy Products, 130 W. 29th Street, Npw York,.New York 10001.

Magnifiers and readers'

27. Eye-Bank Association of 4merica. 3195 Maplewood Ave., Winston-Salem,

North Carolina: "27103

National association of 60 regional eye-banks

28. Good-lite Company; :fleS-Madison Street, bo.rest Park, Illinois 60130
a

Test charts and cards

29. Go -Sees, 166 East 92nd Street, New York, New York 10028

Long Canes

3Q. Guardian Products 00.168.45r, 8277 Lankersheim Blvd., North Hollywood,'

California 91605

Reading stands `;

31. Guide Dogs for the Blind, Inc.; P.O. Box 1200,'SanHafael, California

911.902

Guide dogs

32. Hadley School for the Blind, 700 Elm Street, Winnetka, Illinois

60093.

Correspondence courses inipraille.
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33 G. K. Hall and Company, 70 Lincoln Street, Boiton, Mass. 02111.

34

Large -print books.

Theodore Hamblin, Ltd., 15 Wigthore Street, London, W,1,, England

Famous British source of telescopes and microscopes and

accessories.

35. Haverhill's 526"Washington Street, San Francisco, Calif. 94111.

sopniqticated accessories, including pdcket telescopes

and telescope /microscope combination.

36. House of Vision, Inc., 135-37 N. Wabash Ave., Chicago,, Illinois.

6o6ce.

Complete line of all kinds of low vision aids.

37. Howe Press, Perkins School for the Blind, 175 North Beacon Street.)

Watertown, Mass. 02172
'.:

Non-optipal aids. `'

38. Industriai: Home for the Blind, .57 Willoughby Street; Brooklyn, New York

11201 A

M1Th informatilal material regarding low vision and its

_ramifications - no aids,.

39 International Business Machines, Office Products Divigion, Parson's

A

Pond /brive, Franklin Lakes; N.J. 07417 ';

Braille typewriters.

40. B; Jadow and Sons, Ine., 53 West 23rd Street, ,New York, New York 10010'

Industrial magnifiers. ,

41. Jandori. Plastics Research Corporation, 905 Kales Bldg., Detrol.,
.

Michigan 48226

Ready-made, High plus, spectacles

3
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42. ,Keeler Optical Products, Inc., 5536 Baltimore Ave., Philadelphia,

Pa. 19143

British low vision aids.

43. keystone View Cotapany. 165 Market Street. Meadville, Pa. 16335

Misc

44. 'iono. Division of Beatrice FoodsCo.2 4248 Dorchester Road,,Charleston

Heights. South Carolina 29405

1
Pinhole spectacles and custom- designed frames.

145. -Large-Print, Ltd., 505 Pearl Street, Buffalo, New York 1420e

Large-print paperbacks.

46. Lions international. York and Cermak Roads, Oakbrook, Illinois 60521

Administrative headquarters.

47. Library of Congress, Division for the Blind and Physically Handicapped

1291 Taylor Street, N.W. Washington, D.C. 2042

Talking and -braille books.

48, Magna-Add, Inc., 150 E. Broad Street, ColuMbus, Ohio 43215

Clip -on bifocals.

49. May Manufacturing Corporation 32-38 62nd Street, Woodside..New York

'11377
i ,

, f
.... .

Loupes, magnifiers, and pinhole spectacles.
0

50. McLeod Optical Company, 357 Westminster Street, Trovidence, R.I. 02901

I-gard lenses and.Hyperocular microscopes..

51. National Accreditation Cnuncil, 84 Fifth ANt., ,New York, New York 10011

Accredits all "aid to.blind" agencies.

5 . National'Aid to the Visually Handicapped, 3201 Balboa

California 94121

Large-pfipt books.
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53 National, Center for Deaf-Blind Youths and Adults, 105 Fifth Ave.;

New Hyde Park, New York 11040.,

Rehabilitation programs for deaf -blind persons.

, ,

54. National Electric Instrument Company, 92-21 Corona Ave., ElMhurst,

New York 133(5

Rear-point telescopes.-

55 National Federation of the Blind, 524 Fourth Street, Des Moines,

Iowa 50309. .N

"Organized Bline'group.
. .

F 56. National Industries for the Blind, ,50.West 44th Strt, New York, .

New York 10036

Sells blind-made prodlicts

57. National Society for the'Prevention of Blindness, 79 Madison Ave.,.

New York,-New York 10002

Blindness prevention campaigns.

58. New Era Optical Company, 17 Wabash Ave., Chicago, Illinois 60690

:Hand and stand readers and magnifiers.

59. New. York Association for the Blind, 111 East 58th Street, NeW/Ork,

New Y4k 10022
. , _

'Non-prescription Op-tical aids.

, .

60% New York Times, 229 West 43rd Stieet, New York,, New York, 1003

Large-print newspapers;

61:Nieman-Marells, Main:EryayandCommerce,Dallas Texas' 75201

Specialty .(high,priced) items.

62. Opaque Systems,. Ltd.,'100 Taft Ave.. , Hempstead-, New York 11550
, -,.

...-

Projection magnifiers, CCTV,,,stand magnifiers'.
.

..

'63. Optical sciences GrOup, Inc.. 22014Rebster Street,,San Francisco. Ca. 94115
. .-/ '4.

'Fresnel lenses and prisms.
c

f
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.614. Perkins School for ,the Blind, T75
.

North'BeEtema's!Credt,:watrtoi4n
. . , , - . -.-. -

Mhss. .02172 .
. 1'

pesidential school f6,1.
", .

.65. Plait* Contact Lens Company, 18 soutli lfiChigan..Ave;_,::Chicag o,--' -

Illinois 60603

Contact lens telescopes.
41 P

Policoff,Laboratory,.168'Franklin Street, Wilkes- Barre,- Pa. 18701

Policoff and Becht?Id telescopes and microscopes.

67... Practical Aids Co., Eitacada, Oregon 97023

ReEkling stand's and -typewriter copyholders

68. Reader'h Digest Publishing Company, inc., Pleasantville, New York
.

/
Large-print periodical.

66;

10570.

69., Rgplogle Globes, 1901 North Narimgansett pre.,
.
Chicago, Ill. 60639

Reading stands.
,

70.,tobinson-Houchin, Inc., 1266 Dublin Road, ColUmbus,:Ohio

7'2

, ,-..7..;,-

Bigh-add, one-pieceq(0Yray) bifocals. ,.

.. . ,

ScienCe fol-the Blind, 221.116615:.$4.11 Rd., Bala-Cynwyd, Pa. .19004

43215

Technical, and saentific -ppriodicals on tape.

Seeing Eye, Inc., P.O. Box 375, Morristown, N.Y. 07960

Guide flogs.

73 Selsi co., 40 Veterans Blyd., Carlstadt, N.J. 07072'
.

I0ersified line of lower cost optical aids, tilescapic"and

"microscopic.,.
.

Shuron-Continental Optical co., 40

latex Hi-pwer,Bitocals.
*f

75, Sleep-Shade Cgmmy. P.O. Boi'968, 828 Mission Street,
-

014 Street, Aochoster,
I n

C9.i1 bYnia '.94103: 4?;

Blindfolds a4 ear- plugs.

. 17,9
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.fouise Sloan, 1541Mer OPhthalmological Institute, Johns Hopkins
/ . ,o :

University, Baltimore, -Maryland 21205 '
...- :

...

0 .

.S:bart magnifiers and large-prnii near=point targets: -
. .

. .

77. . Stanwix house, Inc., 3020 Chartiers.peittsburgh, Pa..---'1520

Large-print books. .
e

78. Stocker and Yale;-Inc., 11.6ute 128-and .lrimhal.Avek, Mass%

79

A

01915

Fresnel magnifiers.
-./

Superior Optical Company; P.O. Bois 15346 De Vale, Station, Los Angeles,

California 90015

s'Itl-poscopes. -

80. !Telephone iPioneeriof America, 195 Broadway, Nev., York, New York 10007

Repair "talking ,bOkk" ma.chines*.

Teiesigh-erC6,;. 150--57r.Hoover Ave. Jamaica, New York 11432.

,Diversified line-of optical low ,vision aids. 4_ -

82. Ulverscroft Books. 0s9ar B. Stiskin,-P.O..Box 3055; Stanford, Conh.

06905

,"`"
e "

Largi-print' books.

4^

-

83. Universal, Ophthalmic. Productd . Inc., 2714 Louisiana, P.O. Box-N3144,

Houtton,.Texas. 77001
.

Cataract spectacles, "press-ons". .

84. U.S. News and- World Report T ing,Msgazines,.230Q,N Street,
. . r

Washington, D.C. 20037

Recordefteriodical.

ngorette ,P.O. Box 5185, Pasadena, California 91.107

Visors and.su -shades.

4
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86. Visualtek, 183$? Lincoln Blvd., Santa Manica,:CAUfornia
..;

-CCTV readers.

3

.
.*11

.

9(3404

- s

87. Watchemoket Optical Co.. 232 W. Exchange Streit, Providence, R.I.
-,-:-

. -- :- . .
s 02903

%

Shields and non-optical speciaUies.

88. Western Optical Co., 1200 Mercer Street, Seattle, Washington 98109-
. .

Hite. -bore e Dupes 8nd auxiliary testing-- devices.

89.

./

X .v ,er SoceJ;* or.talCOA:Od, ,51i East 23rd Street, New York,' New York
>

.,t.10010
,4- ,,::"". .

1 % -:z-Braille and talking b600.:
,..

..
*-4-; ., .

.

90. 4bunger Nhnufacturing C2mphrty 1788 South Broadway Place, Los Angeles,
.

1.- fri::....,

...:,-.

Ix ag. 90007- . :,!-:
. -...::-..-.;,...-:-:--.
. - ........,..i.,..-.;,,

.
. ....,-.,,-....

.-. .

-..Zt
,-,..4.,,......,-,a...,

t
. 5p...., 44=Zeiss Co., 444 Fifth -A lig1 . , New York, New Mit

, - 7ri:.-,

heric stand. magnilfre.

; .. V:..Z.--:,;::"..;... , o It. . . . . .
..-E:=-24-44,Diversified line of-Unilrisi-on optical, aids.-.. ,_

- ;.- g7A5- ...* - .

'',',. 1 .-.4_,LCal_statfOnary and-AppartRent stores.
!, .0. INA ,,Vi' - ... :'''.:4iti

''....1",p-cal. optical labore:eqiie-;,..,.

. ..

4 .- :
; ;; , I,".... ...

.. ... 11, .-;....._, ... -. ..,.'''--?).- ...... -'" ''' ..4-.
f " 4 ...4 *".
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ADDENDA TO "SOURCES OF 'LOW VISION AIDS" WITH AIDS

-50A. MKM, Box 989, Rapid City, South Dakota 57701

Reading stands.

57.A. 'Wm L.'Welson, 0.D., 353 'H' Street, Suite d, Chula Vista,

'asslifeeln4la 92010

TYposcopes.

61A. Nu -Vu Product's Company, 45 East LOICkwood Avenue, Webster Groves,

Montana' 63119

. Writing'-papei and tactual materials. :

Ophthalmos, Inc., 724 St. Louis Road, CollinsViile, Illinois 62234.

Cataract 'viewer:-
. ,

.

63A. Oregon Commission forthe Blinds 535 S.E. 12th Avenue, Portland,
.

Oreen 97214

Srvices of all kinds.

,

0
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